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Apollo 11:
First humans
on the Moon
Buzz Aldrin
looks to Mars
Competition
for a lunar rover
Red Planet living
atop a volcano
Morpheus
demonstrates
new lander tech

Join us in this special supersize issue of RocketSTEM as we celebrate the 45th anniversary of the Apollo 11 Moon
landing. We’ve got you covered with an expansive pictorial featuring many of the lesser known photos from the
historic mission, as well as a number of anecdotes from those who were involved in the massive undertaking.
Astronaut Buzz Aldrin shares his thoughts on the Moon landing and the events leading up to the mission, as well as
his hopes to colonize Mars in the coming decades. We also speak to Jack King, the man known the world over as
‘The Voice of Apollo.’ We travel to Morehead Planetarium and learn how the early astronauts would travel there
to learn to navigate by the stars. We take you behind the scenes of the Apollo space program and meet some of
the unsung heroes of the race to the Moon.
But this issue is not all about Apollo. We bring you stories about the Morpheus test lander, the Google Lunar X Prize
and one college team hoping to win the $20 million prize. We give you advice on observing and photographing
the Earth’s nearest neighbor, the Moon. We go high up on the slopes of a Hawaiian volcano to discover a group of
adventurers who are simulating a four-month stay on the Red Planet. NASA Administrator Charles Bolden updates
us on the future of America’s space program, and we check out the latest progress on commercial crew efforts
by Boeing and SpaceX.
We’ve been asked about purchasing printed copies of this magazine in the past, and we are happy to
announce that a limited number of high-quality printed copies are available for this issue. If interested, please
visit www.rocketstem.org/purchase
should we begin offering an annual print subscription in the coming months.
Since founding RocketSTEM in late 2012, we’ve stated that each issue of the magazine will be FREE to read
funding such a publication is not costly. Getting material from RocketSTEM used in classrooms is a top priority,
therefore we have never sold advertising space in the magazine, as some schools would frown upon doing so. If
you would like to help us continue our mission, please consider making a donation to RocketSTEM via our website
at www.rocketstem.org/donate. Donations can be made online via PayPal to donations@rocketstem.org, or can
be mailed to: RocketSTEM Media Foundation, P.O. Box 34409, Pensacola, FL 32507. Thank you for your support.
We hope you enjoy this magazine, and will continue to be inquisitive about the universe we all inhabit.

Chase Clark, Managing Editor

Follow us online:
facebook.com/RocketSTEM

twitter.com/rocketstem

www.rocketstem.org
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As a test bed of technology
for future landers, Morpheus
has proven successful.

Jack King

‘The Voice of Apollo’ has
seen it all during his years
at Kennedy Space Center.
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Buzz Aldrin

He walked on the Moon,
and now he is working to
establish a colony on Mars.

HI-SEAS 2

Adventurers simulate living
at Mars within a habitat
on the slope of a volcano.
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Flying a test bed for future landers
you give the spacecraft the ability to
control its own descent and landing.
And that’s what we will be attempting

By Lloyd Campbell
It’s May 22, 2014, another bright
sunny day at Kennedy Space Center
in Florida where a shiny four legged
vehicle, dubbed Morpheus, stands in
a special area at the north end of the
Shuttle Landing Facility awaiting the
facility where 78 of the 135 Space
Shuttle missions landed.
At the end of the runway, a special
area for takeoff and another for

in Florida. Its initial target point in the
components, all using lasers as their
altimeter, and a Doppler velocimeter.
All of these instruments are essential
to making a safe autonomous
technology

to

detect

anything

the landing pad, irrespective of the
rocks and everything.
“It goes and does a scan and
place to land is. We know what that
should be. From a test perspective
we can make sure it lands in the right

landing area is not very forgiving as
it has boulders and simulated craters
that the lander will have to avoid in
order to touchdown in a safe landing
spot.
And one more thing, nobody
is at the controls, the Morpheus
Lander is going to attempt to do this
autonomously, or all on its own.
visit with Morpheus Project Manager
Jon Olansen and Morpheus Ops
Lead, Ian Young at the project’s
home at Johnson Space Center in

Morpheus is a reusable, autonomous
lander capable of vertical takeoffs
and landings. It provides a costtechnologies developed in various
NASA laboratories in an integrated
Morpheus is designed, developed,
and tested by a small team at
NASA’s Johnson Space Center. From
accomplished in just eight months.
Other segments of NASA provide their
testing was done at the Stennis
Space Center, the Marshall Space
Flight Center provided assistance
with the lander itself as well engine
development, Goddard Space Flight
software development, and the
Langley Research Center and the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory assisted with
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Credit: NASA/Mike Chambers and Chris Chamberland

bigger than the size of a basketball,
under any lighting conditions.
Roback described it as follows, “It’s
Doppler lidar measures the vehicle’s
altitude and velocity, allowing it
to make a precision landing on
the surface. And lastly, the highaltitude laser altimeter provides data
enabling the vehicle to land in the
chosen area.
As Morpheus Project Manager Jon

place, the instruments themselves
be controlling the vehicle and if
everything goes as anticipated, they
will control the vehicle all the way to
the ground and land where it should.
can make the vehicle think for itself,
and autonomously perform these
when we send it to the back side of
the Moon, or near some crater, Mars,
ever it is that we want to send a craft
that you’ll have the capability with
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Also the distances the instruments
are required to operate from was a

average temperature on Mars for

Lasers were required to perform in
all types of lighting and environments.
were looking at, to get the improved
performance that they were looking
at, and to meet the requirements to
land at any time, they determined
that the lasers provided the best

the Doppler velocimeter, it’s a set
of three laser beams and that unit
itself improves the ability to measure
velocity on a spacecraft by almost
an order of magnitude, so an almost
10 fold improvement in the ability to

you need to keep it very cold, -253C

Navigation when you are up 10, 20 or

different than most space vehicles in
that Morpheus is powered by Liquid
combination of fuel is relatively safe
compared to other rocket fuels, it’s a
and it can provide up to 321 seconds
the current tanks on Morpheus.

going there would have to have
equipment, and fuel to run it, to keep
the LH2 chilled.
Using hypergols like the Space
Shuttle used for its Reaction Control
fuels very warm. Providing this heating
or cooling for the propellants would
require additional equipment on the
lander which adds additional weight
to the lander, which would have to
be offset by decreasing the payload.
Using liquid methane however, you

easier since the hazard associated
measure changes in velocity. So it’s
compared to most other rocket fuels.

in just that instrument by itself. Just that
instrument can make a big difference

it is not really hazardous outside of its
combustibility.
From a storage standpoint, liquid
methane does not boil off like liquid

robotic sample return mission, or
even a crewed landing. One lander
carrying fuel as its payload could land
well before the actual mission lander

capable of placing an 1,100 pound
payload onto the Lunar surface.

ALHAT: Key Mission Facts
will navigate the descending craft to the “preautomated descent and landing system for planetary
lander craft.
• Precision landing will be based on a sophisticated,
surface-tracking sensor suite with real-time hazard
avoidance capabilities – assessing altitude and
velocity of the descending vehicle and the
topography of the landing site.
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autonomously identify safe landing areas and help
guide the craft to touchdown.
procedure for safe planetary landing procedures – for
future crewed as well as robotic missions.
the harsh glare of an unshielded sun to the cloudy,
gaseous murk of a distant solar system body.
www.RocketSTEM .org

Also Methane has been detected
on Mars and is known to be on
to develop liquid Methane or liquid
another world is invented, then
once the equipment was in place
to manufacture the fuels, no further
precursor missions would be required.

new
approaches
for
rapidly
developing
prototype
systems,
demonstrating key capabilities, and
validating operational concepts for
related to crew safety and mission
operations in deep space, and are
strongly coupled to future vehicle
development.
According to Olansen, “It’s a
relatively small project, probably
about 45 – 50 civil servants, and 10
– 12 support contractors. We have
people from the Jet Propulsion Lab
who are considered contractors
that are tied in. We have folks from
here at Johnson and at Langley
Research Center that are considered
contractors. We get a lot of support
from a lot of different areas.
“Still a relatively small team, but
with a wide variety of backgrounds,
a spacecraft like this. You could be
interested in electronics or electrical
engineering, you could be interested
in propulsion, you could be interested
in operations, you could be interested
in the guidance, navigation, and
controls aspects, or you could be
interested in structures. If you have
interest in any one of those areas,
they all apply.
“A lot of different interests would
have applicability in this, so we have
a wide variety of personnel on the
team, and they have done a great
team, as well as learning, because
it’s also a very diverse team from
senior engineers who have been
doing things for a long time, and
and teaching folks. It’s really a great

www.RocketSTEM .org
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According to Morpheus Ops Lead
Ian Young, “On a small project like
this that requires all those things, the
propulsion guys get a better feel and
understanding of what the structures
guys requires or what he needs and
vice-versa. Versus if you are working
on a bigger project, you’ve got a
propulsion team that has probably
50 people on it by itself, so you don’t
get outside of the propulsion area
to see how choices you make my
impact somebody else. Where as
in this, interacting on a daily basis
with just about everyone, there are
two or three propulsion guys and
two or three structure guys, so if the
propulsion guy has a problem, he’ll
Olansen adds “One of the hardest

a whole lot of money, to use assets
prototype. You don’t want to build

were conducted in 2011, and things
did not always go well.

You want to make sure you get as
much out of it as you can, but not
have so much sunk into it that you

the lander is suspended from a crane
and remains attached to the tether,
was supposed to be a 40 second

part of making sure we actually get

Another of the team’s high level
goals is education and outreach.
right up our alley with what we’ve
been doing since we started the
streamed live as part of that goal.

vehicle almost immediately pitched
over and the thrust termination
system ended the test.
Not deterred, the team analyzed
the data, made changes and was
A much better outcome resulted and
them on the right track.

better results. Much work was yet to
be done, many more tethered tests
and further development of the

lander was beginning to perform. A
performed before 2011 ended.
In March of 2012, the team rolled
out what was essentially a new
vehicle. While the structure and
were the same, the vehicle itself
understanding of our ability to control
the vehicle and allowed us to initially
characterize the performance of the
things to grow in an agency like
of people come in with discipline
about, propulsion engineering, you
like rockets, you want to design and
who understands across all of those
different systems and how they have
to integrate and helps integrate

involved in the project as co-ops or
interns over the last three and a half
years. We’ve had a couple of high
school students as interns as well.
We have partnerships with different
universities on different aspects of
the project. I just received an email
from Perdue University, their students
have actually built a rocket engine

aren’t that many opportunities to
something we will go advertise as
so this is another thing that this project
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Morpheus at this time has a
new engine, new avionics, and
in preparations for the addition of its
Autonomous Landing and Hazard
system that will be added later. With
all these changes, more tethered tests
would need to be performed before
entertained. A total of 20 tethered

ready
06

said. “With that information we
were able to go back and design in
upgrades to improve performance

before the team would be ready to

www.RocketSTEM .org

on August 9, 2012 with Morpheus
lifting off under full power, after just
a few seconds the vehicle tumbled
over and crashed to the ground in a
virtually destroyed. Data coming from
computer so it knows which way is up,
down, and so forth stopped relaying.
Without the data the vehicle was
crashed.
It is not unusual for failures to occur
in testing new systems and the team
went back to the drawing board
with the data they had learned up
an even better lander.
As Olansen said to us, “When I
give presentations, I don’t shy away
from problems we’ve had, we don’t
try to hide any of that stuff. Usually
when I give presentations I start there.
lot of what we are trying to convey

in that setting is that engineering is
not a precise science that you always
learning process.
“Working through failures, and
understanding
them,
advances
appropriate risk early enough in your
development process allows you to
end up with a much better design

instrumentation where appropriate,
increased structural margins, and
mitigated
launch
vibroacoustic
environments. It was time to test once
again.
Starting back with the basics, the
team conducted a 50-second static
vehicle at Johnson Space Center.
Included in the test was simultaneous
demonstration of thrust vector control

It took just eight months from
the time of the crash till the debut
Having learned many things from the
previous vehicle’s testing, this lander
looked the same but 70 upgrades
had been made to both the vehicle
and the ground systems to improve
reliability and operability.
improvements such as advanced
engine performance capabilities
primary engine components from
communication protocols, redundant

RCS jets are used to keep the vehicle
pointed in the correct direction. All
worked well and once again tethered
return to Kennedy Space Center for

Ian Young describes some of the
other testing done at Kennedy other
simulation capability, so that the
operations team, the folks who sit at
the consoles, will actually go up to
the control center the day before
and we’ll run through eight to 10 runs
react to those. It’s good for the team
to see the planned trajectory and to
talk through any responses to failures.
on how we could improve our current
design.
We have done a number of tests
also. Sometimes the only way to
get integrated data is too actually
take the vehicle out and swing it on
a crane so we get motion on the

www.RocketSTEM .org
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the vehicle can see that motion, and
make sure they are coming to the
right solution without actually lighting

the north end of the Shuttle Landing
Facility on December 10, 2013 to

solo.

and it lands right where it is supposed
to.
Morpheus made another “closed

begins as the engine of the lander
to about 800 feet in altitude, there
it hovers and does what is called its

time though it occurred at night,
proving that the lander will perform

sure the lander knows where it is in

is capable of, if needed, entering a

faster, and further in an 82 second

then moves toward the designated
landing area which is a quarter of
a mile away from the takeoff spot.

which brings us back to where this
journey started, at Kennedy Space

making sure things look good.
While the lander has a designated

an appropriate landing spot, or
landing on the dark side of a planet,
moon, or an asteroid, where little to
no light shines.
So what comes after the testing

this one is different than all of the
prior 12 since all of those have been

already programmed, that site is
littered with boulders and Morpheus
should decide that it is not a viable
landing spot. Using the information

spectacularly on its single rocket
balancing on the end of a straw.
about 50 feet in altitude, hovering
in place before moving to a landing
takeoff spot, landing after about 50

speculated on that during our visit,

could jump in and take over if need
test, Morpheus will be in complete
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a concrete pad covered in simulated

that we can do to continue to evolve
sensors, we will have demonstrated
ready for a mission to pick them up

www.RocketSTEM .org

hey will have demonstrated that
algorithms work, and NASA just needs
to package them appropriately for
Mars, the asteroid retrieval
mission, or whatever that
mission is, if they are looking
for any of the sensors, or a
combination of all three,
that’s where they’ll pull it.
“We’ve pushed it to the
point where it’s ready, and
other missions will pick it up

out of the engine. Some of that
development work has to happen in
test stands, before you would put it
on a vehicle.
“So there’s some aspect where we
reach a point with the vehicle, now

while not done, is at least a stopping
talented team is yet to be
determined.
is apparently proven and
hopefully will be used
someday soon to land
a rover, fuel, or even
astronauts on a surface
development of the LOX /
Methane propulsion system
will hopefully see the

ready.
“With the LOX and
Methane, we need to
advance the type of
engine that is actually in
the vehicle. We need to go
to an engine that is actually
regeneratively cooled engine where
you are actually cooling the nozzle,
cold methane down the inside of
the nozzle, but you actually having it
so you can get better performance
www.RocketSTEM .org

longer, higher, and further
than ever before.
For more information
we‘re going to have to step back off,
make some advances outside the
vehicle, and then look at when we
have to test again in an integrated
beyond Kennedy testing for these
vehicles, but they are available as we

For

alhat.jpl.nasa.gov/.
more information about

morpheuslander.jsc.nasa.gov/.
For more information about

nasa.gov/directorates/heo/aes/#.
U5HcNvldXuQ.
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Starting in astronomy

beginner’s guide to stargazing
By Mike Barrett

All about the Earth’s Moon
As this issue commemorates 45
to feature the Moon in this astronomy

the Chinese New Year
most common are the

missions rather than Moon missions.

ys
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m

starts

craters. One feature of these craters

So we can see that the Moon

. This refers
to the transition of the Moon from

y.

The relation of the phases of the Moon with its revolution around Earth. The sizes of Earth and Moon, and their distance you see here are far from real. On this image
the following also are depicted: the synchronous rotation of the Moon, the motion of the Earth around the common center of mass, the difference between the sidereal
and synodical month (green mark), the Earth’s axial tilt.
Credit: Orion 8 via wikipedia.com

Moon phases: Past present and future
By Christine Nobbe

.

cfm

www.RocketSTEM
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An eclipse of the Sun at sunset over Monument Valley, Utah shows the Moon gradually moving off revealing the surface of the Sun.

Credit: Mike Barrett

Take a closer look at the Moon
question is any time that the Moon is

Observing the Moon
Moon.

Viewing the Moon
The earthshine is far fainter than the
entire Moon.
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a Nikon camera with a 70-200mm zoom lens, the
mountains of the Moon can be seen at the edges
backlit by the Sun.
Credit: Mike Barrett

www.RocketSTEM

Imaging the Moon
Using a William Optics GTF-81 and a Canon T3i
clearly shows the features of the Moon including the
terminator to the left hand side. Credit: Mike Barrett

This throws the Moon out of focus

Never look at the
Sun directly or through a telescope
you do not damage your eyes. If in
doubt do not do it.

Using a cheap webcam the surface details of the
moon can be seen clearly.
Credit: Mike Barrett

An early phase of a lunar eclipse as the shade of the
Earth slides over the Moon’s surface. Note there is no
sharp transition from light to dark. Credit: Mike Barrett

one for the Moon.

of the Moon.

Moon.
www.RocketSTEM
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Cash prizes have often spurred advances in humanity and technology, and the same is hoped will happen by the foundation behind the Google Lunar X Prize.

Teams vie for $20 million lunar prize
By Sherry Valare
The race to the Moon is on.
However, this race isn’t a pride-

create

cost-effective

rovers

that

and profession is necessary and
who can participate. Their hope is
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SpaceMETA

Barcelona Moon Team
to start their incentive for the entire

how to do it on an innovative and

Team Italia
and

costs

as

as

secondary.

sector.
preferred to contain

is

preferred.

The

Team SpaceIL

STELLAR
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Plan B

Synergy Moon

Team Indus

at it, they intend to redraw the

Hakuto

sciences.
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Independence-X
Euroluna

Omega Envoy

Team Puli
the Moon.

www.RocketSTEM
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Moon Express

transportation

and

data

services

Part-Time-Scientists

ernet

Astrobotic
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Penn State Lunar
Lion Team

www.RocketSTEM

AngelicvM

MoonBots Challenge inspiring kids

Who can participate?

Why did the Google Lunar X Prize create this competition? There are

Where can I learn more about the yearly competition?
What is Moonbots-in-a-Box?

private sphere.
www.RocketSTEM
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Penn State students aim for the Moon
By Cameron Corrie
Landing a spacecraft on the Moon
is an audacious undertaking, one
that has only been accomplished
by three nations of the world, the
United States, Soviet Russia, and
most recently, China. However, in
December 2015, that will all change
as the Pennsylvania State University’s
Lunar Lion team will attempt to go
to the Moon and win the much
sought-after Google Lunar X Prize
and earn a place in history as the
spacecraft on the Moon.
The Lunar Lion team is relatively
new to the Google Lunar X Prize
intent to go to the Moon just this past
year. They join a group of 17 other
participating teams from around the
world, some of which have been
preparing since the inception of the
prize back in 2007.
Despite the late start,
the Lunar Lion team has
quickly risen to the
challenge, under the
leadership of Michael
Paul of Penn State’s
Applied
Research
Laboratory. Paul holds
the title of Director
of
Space
Systems
Initiatives. Prior to his work
at Penn State University in
2009, he held a position at Johns
Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory
and was the Spacecraft Systems
Engineer for NASA’s MESSENGER
spacecraft that was sent to study
the planet Mercury. In addition, Paul
was active in the development of
the twin STEREO spacecraft currently
observing the Sun.
His
educational
background
includes an M.S. in Applied Physics
from Johns Hopkins and a B.S. in
Aerospace Engineering from the
University of Notre Dame. Paul leads
a multidisciplinary team of roughly
100 members, spanning almost every
imaginable major, from aerospace
engineering to theatre. There is a
role for anyone who is interested and
committed to the project.
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The Lunar Lion
spacecraft
depicted
as it leaves
Earth’s orbit.
Simplicity is the main factor in Penn
State’s approach to winning the
Google Lunar X Prize.
While many other teams are
developing multiple vehicles such
as a rover and lander for exploring
the Moon, Penn State’s Lunar Lion is
the spacecraft, lander, and rover all
rolled into one convenient package
that will minimize points of failure and
reduce weight. To further cut costs,
they avoid the creation of new parts
and materials wherever possible.
Instead, they rely heavily on existing
surplus materials and designs that are
all tried and true - a technique
heavily employed by the
big players in space
exploration.
Fellow
competitors
are
designing
their
components from
the
ground
up
which is a major
hindrance in terms
of cost and reliability.
As of fall 2013, the
Penn State Lunar Lion
team has completed ‘Phase
0’, which is an entirely studentdeveloped process, that included
putting together its rocket testing
guidelines and procedures as well
as contingency and safety plans.
able to begin testing a rudimentary
liquid
rocket
engine,
using
atmospheric oxygen and methane
tests to validate their new testing
procedures.
With the completion of Phase 0,
the team has moved forward to the
using a ‘pencil-thruster’ fueled by
super cooled liquid oxygen (LOX) as
an oxidizer and liquid ethanol (like
what’s found in gasoline). Alongside

the thruster, the team developed a
functioning engine test stand fully
integrated with propellant delivery
systems and sensors. With the team
currently running tests on a regular
basis, students are analyzing the
effectiveness of these thrusters and
even making improvements to the
design in order to increase their
The pencil thruster was designed
and provided to the Lunar Lion team
by NASA through Penn State’s Space
Act Agreement. This agreement is a
formal means of NASA entering into
a partnership with an outside entity,
such as Pennsylvania State University
in order to further the missions of NASA
and the missions of their partners. The
agreement is a two way street, Penn
State will provide NASA with research
and development concepts from the
mission, and NASA will aid the team
by providing consultation with their
many scientists and engineers for the
duration of the project.
Such an agreement has an
interesting implication for the way
space is explored, deviating from
both “old space” and “new space”
models. Throwing an educational
institution into the mix pulls the best
aspects from both of these models.
The Lunar Lion team utilizes Penn
State students as team members who
are working on the project as part of
their learning, instead of treating it
as an extracurricular activity or club.
Industry taught Penn State faculty
members guide these students using
their own time, providing the much
needed expertise highly sought after
by private industries such as SpaceX
and Orbital Sciences.
Penn State hopes to land on the
Moon in 2015, which will put them
into a unique position to secure
even more potential contracts from
www.RocketSTEM .org

NASA and other private companies,
guided by the experience they will
acquire from learning to manage
their own space program. If they win
the $20 million grand prize, program
director Michael Paul stated that he
would like to put this money towards
the building of infrastructure that
would allow for future University-led
space exploration missions out of
Pennsylvania State University.
The major obstacle the team faces
is the lack of funding. To remedy this,
the Penn State Lunar Lion Team has
been actively using internet crowd
funding through a website called
RocketHub. In February 2014, they
campaign round, raising a total of
$133,768 of their $406,536 goal. The
money earned in this round is going
towards the construction of a working
prototype which will be used for
testing in the Mojave Desert later this
year.
Beginning in 2015, the team will
vehicle to be processed for launch,
while the team sets up a functioning

mission control center in State
College.
Another hurdle to be cleared is
the development of the spacecraft’s
avionics and control subsystems.
Which Paul states as “being built
from the ground up as with all
spacecraft”. This particular subsystem
helps to orient the Lunar Lion while
in space and during it’s descent
to the surface of the Moon. To
accomplish this, the team has taken
a novel approach by constructing a
remote control quadcopter coupled
receiving the same commands as if it
were the Lunar Lion spacecraft.
Autonomous
control
of
a
spacecraft is absolutely imperative
because commands to the Lunar Lion
will take approximately 1.3 seconds
to be received and executed.
Late last year, the Lunar Lion
team put a $100,000 deposit down
on a commercial launch vehicle
through a former Google Lunar X
Prize competitor, Team Phoenicia
LLC, which now focuses its assets on
securing room on commercial launch

vehicles as secondary payloads
in an attempt to maximize cost
effectiveness. Simply procuring the
ride to space aboard a rocket has
been the reason most teams have
dropped out of the competition and
it is because Penn State has made
it this far that they are considered a
viable candidate to win the prize.
“The hardest part of the mission is
the two minutes between when we
and when we touch down.” Paul
said. “It all comes down to that.”
The team’s intended landing spot
is The Sea of Tranquility, located just
30 km north of the site where Apollo
11’s lunar lander, “Eagle”, touched
down on July 20th, 1969. With the
landing site so close to this landmark,
the Lunar Lion team hopes to take
images of the landing site in order
to acquire some of the additional
$4 million that exists for teams going
above and beyond the requirements.
To learn more about the Penn
State Lunar Lion Team and how you
can help them land on the Moon, visit
www.lunarlion.psu.edu.

Credit: PSU Lunar Lion Team
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The new Eagle has

landed
Vocabulary
• Landing Kit: Includes the lunar landing legs,
infrastructure, landing radar, etc.
• Lunar Investment: The amount of money needed to
fully fund a mission to the Moon
• Lunar Material: A certain substance that can only be
found on the Moon
• Powered Ascent Initiation (PAI):
requirements equal to 1,890 mps
• Powered Descent Initiation (PDI):
requirements equal to 2,181 mps
• Return On Investment (ROI): The percent increase of a

Narrative
really is no way around this important fact. The old adage
“No bucks, no Buck Rogers” certainly encapsulates this
attempted this feat. But there is a sea change underway.
Credit: Mark Wade/Boeing

recently, albeit with a little help from their friends, the US

10.0%).
Enter the Boeing Space Tug Study (circa 1971). This
reusable spaceship included a design for a Crew Module
(CM) and an Engine Module (EM) that were connected
together, Apollo-style.
Note: For a detailed treatment of this spacecraft and
the equation that follows, please see the previous issue of
RocketSTEM (May 2014).
The Boeing ship also held one last surprise: a lander kit
designed to be attached to the spacecraft to form a
reusable lunar lander! The lander kit included the landing

For a more in-depth treatment of this high
school project by Joe Maness & Rich Holtzin
visit www.stemfortheclassroom.com.
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legs, a landing radar, extra batteries, etc., and weighed
890 lbs. Additionally, a donut-shaped Payload Tray was
attached to the bottom of the lander to allow crews on
the lunar surface easy access to the cargo brought down.
Despite how formidable the Boeing space tug was, it

day-to-day operating costs as well?

Analysis
Lunar Lander and all associated equipment and other
and back, as well as replenishing the EM propellant tanks
and refurbishing the CMs.

www.RocketSTEM .org

price of lunar meteorite, since that is close enough to
our mysterious lunar material. A 0.08 gram chunk of the

Looking up the total
lunar landing and liftoff, we get:

BUDGET

) for a

BUDGET

= PDI + PAI
= 2,181 + 1890
The Boeing Space Tug with a Lunar Lander Kit attached
by the awesome Russian rocket pioneer Konstantin

Example

Since the lunar lander is capable of producing more

material.

equipment we will deposit on the lunar surface weighs
the science equipment with the same amount of lunar
material. We will continue to use the CM (with a crew of

becomes:

M1 = WeightEM + WeightKIT + WeightTRAY

* Weight of lunar material

+ WeightSCIENCE + WeightCM

M0 = M1 + Weight

Conclusion
The mass ratio (RatioMASS
therefore becomes:
RatioMASS = M0

students at The Learning Community Charter School
(

1

Since the rocket engine nozzle has to be retracted to

EXH

the lander is capable of producing is:
get to reuse the lander, we get all of our money back,

EXH

* ln(RatioMASS)

that this lunar landing mission uses a spaceship that was
designed way back in 1971.

better known as Moon rocks!

References
•
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10, 9, ignition sequence start,
6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, zero. All engines
running. Liftoff! We have a liftoff! Thirty-two minutes past the
hour. Liftoff on Apollo 11!

Credit: Nicole Solomon

We have liftoff!
We
have
liftoff!
Jack
King
We have liftoff!
We have liftoff!
We have liftoff!
We
have
liftoff!
10, 9, ignition sequence start,
6, 5,
4, 3, 2,
1, zero. liftoff!
All engines
We
have
The
voice
of
Apollo
unning. Liftoff! We have a lifthave
liftoff!
off!We
Thirty-two
minutes
past the
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Interview by Nicole Solomon
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Most people have crushes on astronauts, but I’m
smitten by a voice. Jack King has never been to the
Moon. He has never had a ticker tape parade. You
wouldn’t recognize him if you passed him on the street. But
the moment he begins speaking, chances are you’d want a
front row seat, because Jack King has seen it all.
King is best known for his work as
the NASA Chief of Public Information
during the Mercury, Gemini and
Apollo missions. It was his voice that
was heard as Apollo 11 lifted off for
the Moon, earning him the nickname,
“The Voice of Apollo.” A 15-year NASA
veteran, King is now retired, but still
volunteers his time as a public affairs
so associated.
I recently had the privilege of
sitting down with King for a generous
interview that spanned some of
NASA’s greatest accomplishments
and his most cherished memories.
3…2…1…LIFTOFF.
RocketSTEM: How did you make
a name for yourself in the world of
Journalism?
Jack KING: “I was born and raised
in Boston, Massachusetts. I lived
there for 25 years. My dad was
a sports writer for the Associated
Press. I wanted to follow in my dad’s
footsteps as a newsman. That’s how
it all came about really. I worked as
every summer from high school all the
way through college.
“I started off as the low man on the
totem pole. As a rookie newsman,
I worked with some great people,
some really talented people and
I was fortunate enough to take
advantage of their guidance.
“One night I was all alone in the
SS Andrea Doria. It was in a collision
with the Stockholm off the coast of
Nantucket. I grabbed the almanac
and looked up the passenger list.
It was 5,632 or something like that.
I saw and I jumped on the wire
report it. In the wire service the
great competition was between
Associated Press, United Press and
International News Service. There
www.RocketSTEM .org

accurate with the news and that
down to my credit.”
RS: When did you start covering
launches?
KING: “The early era of space
exploration was driven by a race
between the Soviet Union and the
United States. In 1957 I covered the
launch of Sputnik, followed by the
explosion of Vanguard and a month
later Explorer 1.
“What happened was after
Sputnick, Associated Press saw
what was going on down in Florida.
We were developing our own big
rockets, at the time the Atlas and
the Titan. They decided that they
should have a full time news chief
down at the Cape. So my bureau
chief recommended me and the
next thing I knew I was down there
covering all the stories.
“I remember there were two major
motels in Cocoa Beach at the time,
one was the Vanguard and one
the Vanguard, the Associated Press
did. It was a beautiful set up. I had
a bedroom upstairs and a printer
and a whole newsroom downstairs. I
had a telescope looking out at the
Cape. Whenever there was launch a
big red ball would drop notifying the
ships.”
RS: How did you become a
permanent part of America’s beloved
space agency?
KING: “NASA was established in 1958,
the same year I came to the Cape.
The agency didn’t have anything set
up at that time. They had just been
established and named the Mercury
7 astronauts who were stationed up
presence in 1960 when the Wernher
von Braun team came over to NASA.

Jack King speaks about the Apollo program to a group
at the Saturn V Center located at Kennedy Space
Center in Florida.
Credit: Alan Walters

At that time I was offered the job to
be director of public information.”
RS: Did you ever meet President
Kennedy?
KING: “I’m from Boston and we grew
up with the Kennedys. I had great
respect for President Kennedy. I
don’t think he was particularly a
tremendous champion of the space
program but he was in is a position
where he had to use it and that is
what lead him to give us a mandate
to land a man on the Moon before
the end of the decade.
“In those days everything we were
was quite a challenge in itself. As a
result of Kennedy we had the nation
behind us.
“NASA started out with the
Mercury program and that was to
show that man could work in space.
Shephard and anybody who was
there never forgets. I must admit it
was the only launch I got misty eyed
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space.
“We were just a small group at that
time we hadn’t become the Kennedy
Space Center or anything else. There
were a handful of us working down
there and we were still doing basic
things with small rockets, and here
was Kennedy coming out and saying
land astronauts on the Moon. We
were just dazzled.”
RS: When did you start during launch
commentary?
KING: “I had done about 25
unmanned launches before I started
doing the countdowns for Apollo.
Those were the weather satellites,
communications satellites, lunar and

if came from that. I also did the
countdowns for Gemini 4 through
Gemini 12. It’s very humbling to be
told that your voice has been heard
by more than a billion people.”
RS: Where were you during the Apollo
KING: “I was in a block house when
for all the prelaunch tests to get the
experience and that was something I
will never forget.
“There was a 155 pound escape
rocket sitting on top of the spacecraft

stunned. It was a spark that was

KING: “The sound! The sound hit
on launch, and the windows were
starting to rattle and the ceiling was
coming down, and I thought the
whole building was going to come
down. It knocked Walter Cronkite right
out of his seat. Saturn V was amazing
to me. We launched it 13 times and it
worked everytime. Twelve times with
Apollo and once with Skylab.”
RS: How intense was the press back in
the early days?
KING: “The biggest group we ever
had was more than 3,000 reporters
for Apollo 11 and that included
media from all over the world. The
dedication of the general public
just amazed me. Back then people
would come out and watch the
launch from any place they could.
They were excited and focused
and paying attention to the launch.
Nobody had cell phones so people
weren’t looking down and trying to
post online or do social media stuff
like they do today. All eyes were on
the launch. It was a different time.”
RS: How did the media get launch
information?

Jack King, KSC Public Affairs Apollo Launch Commentator, follows proceedings of the wet portion of the Countdown
Demonstration Test for Apollo 12 from his console within Firing Room 2 of the Launch Control Center.
Credit: NASA via Retro Space Images

planetary probes. Those were all in
the early days. I had been during
launch countdowns for years and just
fell into the Apollo launches.”
RS: How did you get the nickname
the Voice of the Apollo?
KING: “I don’t know how I got that
nickname. I did the commentary
on all the Apollo launches so I guess
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created under Gus Grissom’s boot. The
get out of the block house at about 3
o’clock in the morning. That actually
put the spacecraft down. We went
from January 1967 until November of
1967 without another launch.”
RS: What do you remember about the
launch of Apollo 4?

KING: “Back in the beginning we were
operating on a military facility and
information was very limited. Nobody
would tell you anything. When the
Vanguard blew up the press wasn’t
allowed to go out there at all. So what
I did was make sure I was available to
the press with as much information as
possible.
“One thing NASA did at the start
was hiring four really good newsmen.
I came from the Associated Press and
obviously I had to be a pretty good
writer. Paul Haney and Al Alabrando
came from the Washington Star.
These were good solid news guys who
could really write. A guy named Julian
Spears came from a newspaper in
North Carolina and he got things very
organized.
“Jim Webb was the NASA
administrator at the time and he did
a fantastic job. He would pound his
feet on Capitol Hill and really got the
NASA public affairs program going.
“We were the only ones screaming
you’ve got to have a camera in the
Apollo spacecraft. The astronauts
www.RocketSTEM .org

The Apollo and Space Shuttle programs are long retired, but Jack King can still be found sitting within the bullpen of the press center at Kennedy Space Center answering the
phone and helping out members of the media.
Credit: Nicole Solomon

didn’t want a camera. They were
worried about the weight. Every
ounce of payload weight was looked
at very closely. But in the end we won
that battle and when people saw
that footage they were blown away.
All those guys are gone now. God
bless them. I’m kind of the end of an
era here I think. There aren’t many of
us around.”
RS: How has NASA changed over the
years?
KING: “When you consider the
Apollo era and all these things that
took place the 1960s it was one of the
most dramatic decades of the 20th
century without any question. We had
three major assassinations. We had
the cold war with the Russians and
the hot war with Vietnam. We had
the protests about the war. You had
racial unrest all across the country.
You had the rise of the hippie and
drug movement. All of these things
were taking place while we were
trying to develop our capabilities to
go to the Moon, which we did.
www.RocketSTEM .org

“There were a lot of negative
things in that decade and what
NASA was able to accomplish was
just incredible.
“Back then we had a tremendous
management team. You had General
Sam Phillips, who was the program
manager for Apollo. In Houston, Bob
Gilruth and Chris Kraft were great
leaders. You had Kurt Devise here
at the Cape and a marvelous guy
named Rocco Petrone who was the
launch director. You had of course
von Braun in Huntsville, and you had
some top people in Washington. The
management team to me was the
key to our success. The last 25 years
have been very different.”
RS:
dollar went to NASA, and now in 2014
a half of penny goes to the agency.
How are we suppose to get to Mars
with that kind of money?
KING: “One of the few space movies
that is truly outstanding is Apollo 13.
There is one scene where Marilyn
Lovell is taking her kids into Mission

Control, and the Apollo 13 crew,
before the incident occurred were
showing weightlessness and stuff. And
the news wasn’t airing it. That was the
starting to lag. It took 22 billion dollars
to get those guys to the Moon. Who
knows how much money it will take to
get to Mars!”
RS: Do you think the International
Space Station slowed us down?
KING
30 years building hydrogen rockets.
Shuttle slowed us down. I wanted to
be on Mars 20 years ago. Shuttle did
a good job, but it cost a lot of money
and a lot of time.”
RS: How would you like people to
remember you?
KING: As a good father, a family man,
as somebody who enjoyed the heck
out of his job, all the way through.
As somebody who loved what he
did and enjoyed everyday going to
work, all the way to the end.
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A few of the many

UNSUNG
HEROES
of the Apollo program

Credit: NASA

F

to the Moon and the unique twelve who walked on its surface. To a lesser
degree, the senior mission specialists working in Houston and in Florida
were also lauded. But at its height during the Apollo program 400,000 people were
involved in the Moon effort at NASA, its various contractors and sub-contractors.
The story of these thousands is seldom heard, but their tales are just as heroic in
the Moon and returning him safely to the Earth. This is the story of some of those
unsung heroes of Apollo.
Story by Amjad P. Zaidi
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John C. Houbolt: Visions can be realised
Named as TIME magazine’s unsung
hero of the Space Program and
Apollo 11, Houbolt was responsible
for transforming the strategy to get to
the Moon from the Werner Von Braun
favoured Direct Ascent and landing
to the untried and risky Lunar Orbit
Rendezvous.
A native of Altoona, Iowa, the
young John Houbolt always had
from a hay loft with an umbrella and
a glider built with wings attached
to a baby carriage. But these were
hopeful starts, as he soon graduated
to winning airplane competitions,
became a pilot himself, gained a
Masters in Civil Engineering from the
University of Illinois and eventually
a PhD in Technical Sciences from
ETH Zurich in 1957. As a self-reliant
learner, Houbolt continued his selftutelage through the ‘50s and ‘60s
on space travel principles and Lunar
Orbit Rendezvous. However, well
before gaining his PhD, Houbolt
became a member of the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
(NACA). NACA later become NASA
in 1958, taking Houbolt’s career on an
The climate of fear during the
Cold War found a productive and
technical purpose in the Space
Race. Vast teams of engineers and
scientists were assembled on both
sides of the Iron Curtain to study
various methods of getting to the
Moon; the Buck Rogers style “Direct
Ascent”, Earth-Orbit Rendezvous
and Lunar-Orbit Rendezvous (LOR).
The idea that bigger was better and
faster appeared to be winning the
minds of NASA program managers
and Werner Von Braun himself, until
Houbolt deduced that weight would
be the deciding factor in winning the
race to the Moon. Smaller, modular
spacecraft would be essential, more
cost effective and faster to develop.
LOR required astronauts to leave
www.RocketSTEM .org

John Houbolt, the populariser of Lunar Orbit Rendezvous.

Earth orbit in a large rocket carrying
with them the modular spacecraft
Only a small lander was needed
to land and launch from the Moon
requiring a lunar orbit rendezvous
with the mother ship.
pioneers
Yuri
Kondratyuk
and
Hermann Oberth, but had been
buried
in
development
hell.
Remembering his education and
seeing true genius in LOR, Houbolt
prepared presentations, lectures
and reports proving the value of
LOR over other options. Despite his
populist methods being ignored
for over a year, Houbolt was
convinced LOR was the road to
the Moon and persevered, at risk to
his own reputation. He eventually
circumvented the management
chain of command by writing directly
to NASA Associate Administrator

Credit: NASA

Robert Seamans in a passionate and
forceful letter. This letter brought LOR
into serious consideration by NASA
management and eventually found
a supporter in none other than Werner
Von Braun, who saw the genius of this
idea. Shortly after, LOR was selected
as the way to get to the Moon.
Houbolt was present at the launch
principle of LOR proved in practice
when the Lunar Module “Eagle”
touched down and returned to the
Command Module “Columbia” in
lunar orbit. The recipient of NASA’s
Achievement, his story is that of an
individual with tenacity and vision
who championed an idea at great
personal cost because it was right. An
individual who did not let obstacles
stand in his way. His perceptive vision
allowed Apollo to become reality
and changed history forever.
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Tom Kelly: Father of the Lunar Module
Scattered on the surface of the
Moon are the remains of 6 spidery
spacecraft that took 12 men there
and back, and remain the only
manned spacecraft to have landed
on another world. Notably among

critical manufacturing techniques,
constructed, integrated materials,
parts, systems and tested the LM.
Transforming
designs
into
functioning hardware, his growing
team quickly and frequently ran
into unforeseen problems and

and completion of the LM, Kelly
fostered a culture of transparent
inclusivity,
bringing
the
Apollo
astronauts and technicians in to
help provide input and advice on
the test performances of the new

each hand made LM, on target
Module (LM) to roll off the production
line called “Eagle”. And it was to the design of this two-stage for each mission. LM-3 dubbed
an unknown, young, Long Island fully throttle-able spacecraft. Kelly “Spider” was successfully manned
engineer who “brought up his faced incredible pressure from both
children” in 7 years that took us there. NASA and the administration who the Apollo 9 crew, Jim McDivitt and
Kelly, a Brooklyn native, earned were disappointed with the lack of Rusty Schweickart, later docking with
a Bachelor’s degree in Mechanical progress against Kennedy’s end of David Scott piloting the Command
Module “Gumdrop”. Apollo 10
Engineering from Cornell University the decade deadline.
before gaining a Master’s from
Steering an ever evolving company expanded the LM’s operational
Columbia University in 1956. Following to simultaneously create the LM, envelope as Tom Stafford and Gene
his time at Cornell he worked as a construction methods, acceptance Cernan painted a white line for later
missions, piloting LM-4
propulsion
engineer
“Snoopy” down to 8.4
at Grumman Aircraft
nautical miles above
Corporation.
After
the Moon, before
a brief stint as a
separating
from
Lockheed
space
the
descent
stage
propulsion
engineer
and returning to the
he
returned
to
Command
Module
Grumman
to
“Charlie
Brown”.
independently study
As LM-5 “Eagle”
and form methods
settled into the lunar
to get people to the
dust on July 20th 1969,
Moon with a study
Tom Kelly’s dedicated
group of like-minded
hard work and that of
engineers
before
the thousands working
Kennedy issued the
challenge with his
off. His pride in saving
famous “We Choose
the lives of the Apollo
to Go to The Moon”
13 crew using the LM
speech. Amongst the
as a lifeboat is also
methods researched
well deserved.
was
Lunar
Orbit Tom Kelly (front) works in one of the ‘back rooms’ of Mission Control during the Apollo 11 mission.
Rendezvous (LOR).
Without his leaderCredit: NASA via Retro Space Images
ship
this
unique
Gaining
valuable
tests
and
procedures,
Kelly
and
his
spacecraft
would
not
have
been
experience sub-contracting under
team
were
already
behind
from
day
General Electric for Apollo, Kelly
also assisted in the rationalisation one. However, his mantra of never successfully before Kennedy’s pledge
of the LOR concept. When NASA giving up on a problem and seeking to land a man on the Moon and
selected LOR as the road to the engineering excellence echoed well return him safely to the Earth expired
Moon, Kelly and his team were with the NASA mind-set of the time in 1970.
Tom Kelly himself recognised that
miles ahead of the competition. In and eventually won the day. Kelly
1962 Grumman were contracted recognised that “we were all part the crucible of Apollo focused goal
orientated teamwork, raised abilities,
by NASA to build the LM. Kelly led
we
were
making
history
happen”.
ambitions and aspirations of a nation
the engineering team to design
and develop a machine in 7 years Given how deeply involved Kelly to exceed its wildest dreams. In doing
to land on the Moon in conditions was with each LM’s development so, the rich technological returns have
unlike anything experienced on and maturation, he very much saw
Earth. Under his leadership the 3000 the LMs as his “children” and was human achievement. The legacy of
this man’s accomplishments cannot
engineers and 4000 technicians at personally invested in their delivery.
To gain pace in the testing phase be understated.
Grumman conceived, designed the
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Eleanor ‘Ellie’ Foraker: Cross your heart while walking on the Moon
Who was Ellie Foraker? Her
name is certainly not up there
in lights with Neil Armstrong,
Buzz Aldrin, Gene Kranz, John
F. Kennedy or their ilk. How did
she come to be connected
with the Apollo Program and

Longstanding
differences
between ILC and Hamilton
Standard
erupted
and

Before Kennedy’s pledge
to have a man actually
walk on the Moon high
altitude pressure suits had
been designed purely for
emergencies. The cockpits
of high altitude aircraft or
early spacecraft were the

receiving a suitable spacesuit
on time, terminated the
contract.
Re-launching the Apollo
spacesuit
competition
in
1965, both Hamilton Standard
and ILC submitted their own
The astronauts of Apollo and beyond owe ILC Seamstress Manager Ellie Foraker
independent
designs
for
(above) and those like her their lives.
Credit: CNN and MIT Press
spacesuits. With the clock
ticking,
seamstresses
like
Foraker worked harder than
ever to improve their designs

vacuum of space. Apollo
required something more
robust altogether, but NASA
had no knowledge of how to

NASA. Powered by dreams
of success ILC staff pushed
on and free of Hamilton
Standard’s constrictions re-

space (and Moon) suit
which was literally another
mini spacecraft around an
astronaut.
In 1962 NASA invited tenders from
contractors to build the new Apollo
Spacesuit, a huge leap forward from
the Mercury and Gemini programs
suits. Many were well known names
in the aviation and engineering
industries with vast experience, but
none had solved the problem of

spacesuit that was far more

spacesuit for walking on the Moon.
An outsider, the International Latex
Corporation (ILC), known for Playtex
undergarments won the contract
to build the Apollo spacesuit. ILC
had one huge advantage; they
knew how to make personalised,
that were perfect for the Apollo
spacesuits’ needs. However ILC had
no experience with huge government
contracts and so Hamilton Standard,
an engineering company with this
requisite experience was given
At the time Ellie Foraker was a
seamstress manager working on the
Along with many talented seamstress
employees she was transferred to
the ILC arm now contracted to
produce the Apollo spacesuits. This
work was long and arduous with
www.RocketSTEM .org

a high degree of unprecedented
engineering
standard
precision
required
to
produce
each
personalised suit. Usual sewing tools
were discouraged for safety reasons.
For example, seamstresses had to
sew together the spacesuit’s outer
Thermal Micrometeoroid Garment’s
17 layers with seams over hundreds of
tolerance control was a priority; each
stitch was counted and measured to
within a pinhead. Anything less than
perfection was unacceptable.
Occasionally sewing pins were
needed. However the constant
danger of losing sewing pins within
a spacesuit could lead to a fatality
on the Moon, so Foraker was tasked
with pin management and tracking
all pins to each seamstress in her
team. The life of each astronaut
wearing these suits was very much in
the hands of Foraker and her team.
One wrong stitch, one lost pin, could
mean disaster later down the road.
Simultaneously, Hamilton Standard
produced the life support backpack
and the internal cooling system
for the new spacesuit. By 1964 fully
completed spacesuits were being
delivered to NASA but they fell well
short of NASA’s acceptance criteria.

competition.
As a result, NASA used the
best ideas from both contractors. The
inner cooling garment, and on top of
protective layer was a tough external
layer. Hamilton Standard provided
the life support backpack.
As the spacesuit was put through
its paces on the Apollo missions, the
ultimate test came on July 21, 1969.
Moon, but for Foraker and her ILC
co-workers this momentous day
Aldrin’s slips and low gravity bounces
caused high stress and concern over
accidental damage to the spacesuit,
but of course there were none. This is
a testament to the huge dedication
and talent of Foraker and those who
worked with her in producing a high
Over the coming months and
years, men would return to the Moon
in these remarkable spacesuits to
explore, experiment, work and even
play golf on an alien and hostile
world. And each one returned home,
thanks to the likes of Ellie Foraker.
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Joseph F. Shea: A brilliant engineer with heart and the hopes of a nation
In an era of macho pilots, politically
bruising management and buttoned
down engineers, Joe Shea brought
a no nonsense Bronx attitude with
a calm but assertive and unifying
authority to the Apollo Program
overseeing the development of the
Apollo spacecraft. A maths whiz, he
received an engineering education
at the University of Michigan before
gaining an engineering doctorate
via Dartmouth and MIT. His technical
aptitude and managerial savvy were
becoming well known and sought
General Motors.
After delivering the Titan 2 ICBM
missile guidance system on time within
budget for Bell Labs, NASA invited
him to help them answer Kennedy’s
clarion call to land a man on the
Moon. Shea believed in Kennedy’s
mission and stepped up for the cause
1961 to share his systems engineering
expertise.
With his ability to win a strong
consensus between various, culturally
different and independent NASA
centres, Shea greatly assisted in
smoothing the waters for acceptance
of the LOR concept throughout
NASA. In 1963 he became the new
head of the Apollo
Spacecraft
Program

Joe Shea (far right) at a press conference in 1962 to announce to decision to go with the LOR concept.
Credit: NASA via Retro Space Images

change requests, disagreements and
engineering discipline and renewed
cooperative purpose, the CM was
Naturally being in the spotlight
Shea was a target for hostile criticism
but even his enemies acknowledged
his considerable engineering nous
and managerial style that had

momentum to the ASPO.
TIME Magazine was even
planning to have Shea
the same consensus
grace their cover in
building
mandate
February 1967. And then
between NASA and
tragedy struck.
its contractor North
American Aviation.
On January 27, 1967,
the complicated and
At the time warring
by now widely known to
factions within NASA
be problematic Apollo 1
and North American
CM underwent a routine
had been unable to
“plugs out” test with the
reach agreements on
crew of Gus Grissom,
how to build the Apollo
Command
Module Joe Shea demonstrating the docking Ed White and Roger
(CM), burning out two between the Apollo Lunar and Chaffee on board. A
of Shea’s predecessors Command Modules.
Credit: NASA spark from frayed wiring
inside the CM ignited
and seriously impacting
the ability to build a Moon ship
before the end of the 1960’s. Even pure oxygen environment starting a
though Shea also met resistance, he
reached an accommodation with seconds.
North American Aviation manager
As recriminations and reviews
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began in the aftermath, Shea
became part of the advisory group
on the investigation. Feeling a sense
of personal responsibility to the
program and especially to the lost
crew who were his friends, he began
working eighty hour weeks.
Shea and Storms, the pair most
responsible for the advances made
to date were side lined so that the
program could continue. Shea in
particular suffered a heavy and
personal toll. Following the loss of
the crew and overwork he suffered
a breakdown. Eventually following
his recovery but still in a fragile state,
Washington but left shortly after for
then at Raytheon and eventually as a
professor at MIT.
His story shows the intense personal
responsibility and costs carried by
some of those working within the
program. Were it not for Joe Shea’s
skill as an engineering leader and
a fair diplomat within and without
NASA, the program could easily have
ground to a halt.
In the glare of astronaut publicity,
contributions such as Shea’s must not
be forgotten or else we would never
have been able to make the voyage
from the Earth to the Moon.
www.RocketSTEM .org

Professor Lee Silver: The original rock star teacher
How do you get a group of test
pilot/engineers
interested
in
a
bunch of rocks? How can you teach
these hard-nosed astronauts to be
geologist detectives around rocks
and soil, especially on the surface of
the Moon? For some time the Apollo
astronauts (and would-be geology
students) had been bombarded
lectures that did not excite them.
This had been a nagging problem for
NASA as they prepared for the Moon
landings. After all, one cannot spend
billions of dollars going to our nearest
pictures.

Given the chance to spend a
week proving his teaching methods
and the absolute need for good
planetary science on Apollo, Silver
took a party of astronauts on a
Orocopia Mountains.
With the beautiful Orocopias at
their feet, Silver’s students including
James Lovell, Fred Haise, John Young,
Charlie Duke and Jack Schmitt,
entered a new and beautiful world
of geological discovery. Silver began
organising further cross country
investigative acumen and sharpness
akin to a test pilot’s that spoke the

Interpreting each other’s detailed
descriptions each of the astronauts
became quick students in geological
observation. Under Silver’s tutelage,
their innate curiosity ran wild,
collecting a variety (or a “suite”) of
rock samples each one telling a line
in the story about the evolution of the
Orocopia Mountains. Silver imposed
time and sample limits on collecting
would face on the Moon and their
rock collections became more
the actual missions.
Observing and sampling within the
exposed strata of geological time
on the Earth, the Apollo astronauts,
observation, were prepared to tell
the story of the Moon.
began on Apollo, Silver himself was
in the back-room of Mission Control
steering the geology ground teams
and acting as a back seat driver for
the lunar roving astro-geologists on
the Moon.
Dave Scott and Jim Irwin had been
their Apollo 15 mission, a piece of
the primordial lunar crust that would
prove the Moon’s age. On August 1,
1971 on Hadley Delta, Scott radioed
back to the ground that he and Irwin

Lee Silver points out some geological observations to his astro-geologists in training, Charlie Duke and John Young.
Credit: NASA/U.S. Geological Survey via Retro Space Images

Neil Armstrong himself broke the
mission parameters, exploring beyond
of view to collect 80 kilograms of
interesting lunar rock samples. He
began the “meat part” of the Apollo
missions, but not seeing where he
had collected the rocks from, there
was no detailed context to their story.
Enter Caltech Professor of Geology
Lee Silver. As an Apollo lunar sample
investigator, Silver had been invited
by his old student Harrison “Jack”
Schmitt to meet with James Lovell
and Fred Haise (assigned to Apollo 13)
to discuss teaching the astronauts
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same language and spread among
his Apollo apprentices.
Soon after, further astronauts
David Scott and James Irwin whose
are attributable to Professor Silver’s
teachings.
Using
the
Earth’s
natural
environment as a stand in for the
Moon’s was a masterstroke. The new
geology students practiced dress
rehearsals of their missions, standing
by Lunar Module substitutes (trees)
and describing the 360 degree
landscape views as a geologist
would.

rock would later prove to be 4.5 billion
years old giving rise to the widely
accepted theory that a Mars sized
body had collided with the Earth
spinning off matter that later formed
the Moon.
“hitting a home run” which validated
his supreme teaching efforts to
embed science within the Apollo
missions.
Were it not for Lee Silver, the Moon’s
story and relationship with the Earth
would still be relatively unknown.
His unique and exciting teaching
methods imbued a sense of urgent
of science, always looking to push the
boundaries of knowledge and follow
the observational evidence wherever
it leads.
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Dorothy ‘Dottie’ Lee: Blazing a trail back home
The men returning home from
the Moon at an incredible 25,000
miles per hour faced a blistering reentry into the Earth’s atmosphere
encountering soaring temperatures
of 5,000 degrees Fahrenheit. Death
was but feet away were it not for an
ablative heat shield installed on the
base of the Command Module (CM)
that melted and eroded away as
the heat of atmospheric friction built
up. Many engineers were involved in
designing the heat shield and other
systems that would bring each crew
home safely. Dorothy Lee was one
such engineer specialising in ablative
heat shield technology.
Dottie Lee’s childhood interest in
astrophysics led her to believe early
on that humanity was destined to

and spacecraft stability all of which
informed her later work.
Lee was soon invited to work for
the director of engineering and
development Dr Max Faget, the
famous designer of the Mercury
capsule and who later contributed
to the designs of the Gemini, Apollo
and Space Shuttle spacecraft. As
the only lady working with a team
of male engineers under Faget, the
“human computer with a calculator”
was adopted into this exclusive
engineering club and soon excelled
responsible for her own teams. Then,
on October 4th 1957, Sputnik orbited
the world and everything changed.
NACA was re-tasked from an advisory

would encounter, she and her team
made a series of calculations to
measure the aero-thermodynamic
characteristics
of
an
Apollo
Command Module (CM) at re-entry.
Wind tunnel tests gathered pressure
and heating rate data at varying
angles of attack with the atmosphere.
Along with previous data gathered
and Gemini programs, Lee was then
able to collate the data, punch their
values into a series of cards, and feed
slow process as computers at the
time were in their infancy. They were
huge, slow and had only a fraction
of the power and portability of an
average phone today. Despite this,
Lee was able to calculate predictions
of the extreme temperatures and
pressure generated from a superorbital speed re-entry. However these
were all still theoretical.
Based
on
Lee’s
predictions,
the ablative heat shield technology
previously used on Mercury and
Gemini spacecraft. This required
materials and techniques as the
Apollo Command Module (CM)
heat shield was much bigger than its
predecessors and would encounter
far greater stresses. Materials such
a new Avcoat epoxy resin was used.
This epoxy novalic resin was created

Dorothy Lee, the “human computer with a calculator” hard at work developing re-entry predictions for Apollo.
Credit: NASA Johnson Space Center

reach the Moon. As an alumnus of
Randolph-Macon Women’s College
in Virginia, Lee proved she was a
natural at mathematics and upon
graduation was soon recruited in
1948 to work for NACA (National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics).
Placed in their PARD (Pilotless
Aircraft Research Division) under
the direction of Langley Research
Centre, she was a “human computer
with a calculator” testing different
from Wallops Island. She explored the
characteristics of blunt nosed and
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body into NASA and funding soon
Lee moved to Houston and the
principles developed on Mercury
were translated onto the Apollo
Program. The earlier work Lee had
spacecraft stability and blunt/
cone shaped spacecraft properties
became essential in predicting the
performance of the ablative Apollo
heat shield, or Thermal Protection
System (TPS) as it was known. Given
the predicted orbital and superorbital velocities Apollo spacecraft

brazed steel structure. This matrix was
bonded to the shell of the CM, where
each honeycomb was painstakingly
inspected. Any defects meant the
resin had to be removed and the
whole process restarted from scratch.
It had to be perfect as any anomalies
in the resin could cost the lives of an
Apollo crew.
Following
Lee’s
theoretical
predictions and the production
of a satisfactory heat shield, four
to approximately 18,000 mph) and
www.RocketSTEM .org

super-orbital (up to approximately
24,000 mph) re-entry speeds with
Block-1 Apollo CMs. Each CM included
pressure transducers, radiometers
and surface mounted calorimeters
to capture data during re-entry. The
her calculations and the design of
the heat shield was correct. The
results proved that the use of Lee’s

same material used on Apollo CMs)
and is built on the same theoretical
predictions made by Lee so many
decades before. In an echo of the
1960’s Apollo heat shield tests, in
December 2014, Orion will undergo
its own super-orbital velocity tests with
a 20,000 mph re-entry from space.
Crews past, present and future have
a debt of gratitude to this “human
computer with a calculator”.

the true unsung heroes of Apollo. We
all can learn from their example. The
high ground of space is still there for
us, if we only commit ourselves to that
“William Bradford, speaking in
1630 of the founding of the Plymouth
Bay Colony, said that all great and
honorable actions are accompanied

be enterprised and overcome
with answerable courage. If this
and the use of wind tunnel test
capsule history of our progress
data were essential in the design
teaches us anything, it is that
of the Apollo spacecraft, and
man, in his quest for knowledge
especially so for its extreme reand progress, is determined
entry conditions.
and cannot be deterred. The
exploration of space will go
The legacy of Dottie Lee’s
ahead, whether we join in it or
work are clear; four unmanned
not, and it is one of the great
Apollo and subsequent manned
adventures of all time, and no
nation which expects to be
spacecraft and carried its crews
the leader of other nations can
expect to stay behind in the race
of re-entry before returning
for space…. We choose to go to
home. Such is the trust in her
the Moon! We choose to go to
work that NASA continued to
the Moon in this decade and do
promote Lee and retain her
eroding away its ablative heat shield. Credit: NASA via Retro Spae Images the other things, not because
experience where she directed
Houbolt, Kelly, Foraker, Shea, Silver they are easy, but because they are
the thermal protection system for the and Lee. These tireless, dedicated hard, because that goal will serve to
Space Shuttle. Her vast experience men and women worked silently and organize and measure the best of
with cone shaped spacecraft was diligently in the background towards our energies and skills, because that
incorporated into the design of a national goal and a wider vision challenge is one that we are willing
to accept, one we are unwilling to
the Shuttle’s nose cone which was
postpone, and one which we intend
nicknamed “Dottie’s Nose”. Now the
legacy of her early work back on supporting three men that climbed to win!”
Wallops Island and since has been
- President John F. Kennedy
continued once again. On June 5th into the void and walked on another speaking at Rice Stadium, September
2014 engineers at NASA’s Johnson world. This cast of hundreds of 12 1962
Space Center in Houston installed thousands committed themselves
Please visit our website for the
the largest heat shield ever made to a historic achievement that was
to the new Orion spacecraft. The larger than anything they had been entire list of source material consulted
heat shield is made from Avcoat (the part of before and since. These are during the writing of this article.

Team Moon: How 400,000 People Landed Apollo 11 on the Moon
Here is a rare perspective on a story we only thought we knew. For Apollo 11, the
belongs to the seamstress who put together twenty-two layers of fabric for each
space suit. To the engineers who created a special heat shield to protect the
software experts, suit testers, telescope crew, aerospace technicians, photo
developers, engineers, and navigators.
Gathering direct quotes from some of these folks who worked behind the
scenes, Catherine Thimmesh reveals their very human worries and concerns. Culling
NASA transcripts, national archives, and stunning NASA photos from Apollo 11,
she captures not only the sheer magnitude of this feat but also the dedication,
ingenuity, and perseverance of the greatest team ever – the team that worked to
This recommended book may be purchased at www.amazon.com.
www.RocketSTEM .org
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Wally Schirra and Scott Carpenter (sitting) get some help
while studying star charts at Morehead Planetarium.
Credit: NASA via Retro Space Images.
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Learning celestial navigation
at Morehead Planetarium
By Tony Rice
You might not think a visit to a planetarium could save
your life but that’s how at least seven astronauts see the
Morehead Planetarium and Science Center in Chapel Hill,
North Carolina.
Nearly every astronaut in the Mercury, Gemini, Apollo,
and Skylab programs made multiple visits to Morehead to
learn celestial navigation. Each spent at least two days
learning the basics of celestial mechanics and practicing
star recognition.
Astronaut training began at the NASA’s Langley
Research Center in nearby Hampton, Va. Morehead’s
location allowed astronauts to keep their six-day a week
schedule by landing their T-33 and T-38 trainer jets at the
university’s airport before moving on to Cape Canaveral,
It all began in 1960 planetarium director Anthony
Jenzano saw the facility’s potential in teaching America’s

simulator originally used to train pilots during World War II
capsule’s thrusters. Simulators were also created for
Gemini and Apollo capsules seating multiple astronauts.
Materials used to ranged from plywood and paint to
simple cardboard and tape to an old barber chair.

“You’ve got a wonderful view of the sky and it was
a high altitude of 40,000 feet and would turn the lights
completely down in the cockpit.” Neil Armstrong recalled.
Armstrong spent the most time training at Morehead, 130
hours over 20 days.
That knowledge gained under the planetarium dome
was put to mission and life saving use at least three times.

Planetarium technicians put their experience building
special effects to enhance public shows to work creating
a training environment which replicated challenges
astronauts might face in their capsules should something
go wrong. And something did go wrong, more than once.
“If all else fails, we will use the stars as our only reference,”
said Gemini astronaut Walter Cunningham.
The facility’s Zeiss Model II star projector was among
to more accurately represent the 42 brightest stars. It
was also capable of displaying stars visible from both the
Northern and Southern hemispheres giving astronauts a
much needed and unfamiliar view.
introduction to the facility and the Zeiss projector.
Astronauts quickly rolled up their sleeves as Doctoral
candidate James Batten provided an introduction to the
celestial coordinate system that would be used throughout
the training to identify stars as they passed through view
ports of their simulated spacecraft. The remainder of
the day was spent learning to identify constellations of
the zodiac and their stars in sequence. The second day
course corrections along the planned orbital path of
each astronaut’s mission. A “spin-the-world” game was
developed where star positions were shifted with the
projector lamp off to simulate a spacecraft off course.
“I thought I knew a lot about the stars but I found there
was more to know that I had anticipated” commented
Mercury astronaut Gordon Cooper.
Planetarium technicians created increasingly complex
trainers to match the view and controls astronauts would
www.RocketSTEM .org

The Morehead Planetarium and Science Center in Chapel Hill, North Carolina was an
instrumental place for teaching Mercury, Gemini, Apollo and Skylab astronauts about the
basics of celestial navigation.
Credit: Morehead Planetarium

navigational controls failed. Gordon Cooper recalled his
Morehead training, using the stars to aligned his “Faith 7”
spacecraft to the 34º angle required to prevent burning
up during re-entry. Cooper’s splashdown was the most
accurate in mission history.
Thirty-six seconds after lift-off of Apollo 12, two bolts
of lightning struck the rocket and traveled down the
ionized exhaust plume to the ground. The Saturn V
rocket itself triggered a lighting discharge as it passed
through electrically charged grey rain clouds. Power in
the command module failed, all systems were down and
the astronauts were on emergency batteries three miles
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Astronauts Alan Bean and

Ted Freeman in 1963.

ges

ce Ima
Credit: NASA via Retro Spa

over Florida. John Aaron, a quick thinking 24-year-old
engineer recalled a little used switch in the capsule. His
recommendation to “switch SCE to AUX” restored power
to the mission but astronauts Charles “Pete” Conrad, Jr.,
Richard Gordon, Jr. and Alan Bean were still in low earth
orbit without a functional navigation system. They were
able to reset the guidance system by sighting key stars
allowing the mission to continue.
An explosion in an oxygen tank crippled power
generation aboard Apollo 13 en-route to for a Moon
landing. The capsule, service module and lunar lander
were left with limited power forcing navigation systems to
be switched off.

the explosion further complicated things making spotting
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Group shot of astronauts who trained at Morehead during 1966.
Credit: NASA via Retro Space Images

module pilot John Swigert to locate stars Altair and Vega
hours before a safe reentry.
Apollo 13 astronaut Jim Lovell even passed on some
of what he learned at Morehead 25 years later to actor
Tom Hanks. Hanks visited Lovell at his Horseshoe Bay, Texas
home to prepare for the Apollo 13 movie. Lovell took him
at Morehead. “Antares and Nunki, the two stars we saw
Donald K. Slayton was the last astronaut to train at
Morehead in 1975 for the Apollo-Soyuz mission. The
program ended as NASA moved on to the Space Shuttle
and its more reliable guidance computers.
You can visit The Morehead Planetarium and Science
Center on the campus of the University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill and learn about the same stars under the
same dome as 62 astronauts. Or visit the center’s website
at www.moreheadplanetarium.org.
www.RocketSTEM .org

Astronauts Jim Lovell

and Frank Borman.

tro Space Images

Credit: NASA via Re

Astronaut Clifton

‘C .C .’ Williams.
Credit: NASA via

Retro Space Imag
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Equipment created by planetarium staff in training
astronauts on exhibit at Morehead Planetarium and
Science Center.
Credit: Tony Rice

Learning about the night sky from where you live
Not everyone will be able to travel to North Carolina and learn about the stars just like the
early astronauts did, however, that doesn’t mean you can’t learn from where ever you are.

•
•
There are also a large number of astronomy clubs located throughout the country. These
clubs if asked will often bring telescopes to your school for a star-viewing party. Check out the
•
•
•
www.RocketSTEM .org
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Apollo 11

a giant leap
for mankind
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“It was a wondrous opportunity to be part of something historical. We just
had a hard time comprehending what it would mean to other people,
what it would mean to ourselves.” – Buzz Aldrin
By David Clow
It was too much for us to grasp at the time. America
was in hot battles at home and in cold wars abroad.
and brothers were in a war that divided our families
and generations. Space travel was new, visionary, and
dangerous, and we understood that for all its romance,
the race to the Moon was yet another front like Berlin
or Cuba in a struggle that made us do duck-and-cover
drills under our schooldesks. Whatever winning was, we
had to do it. And in the midst of all of that fear and
and alone in the black of space, and two Americans
stood on another world and said, “We came in peace
for all mankind.” We were seeing our world as it might
be, not as we had let it become.
None of us could have been ready for it, not the
ones who did it or those who witnessed it. Buzz Aldrin
had a knack for capturing the feeling in succinct
characterization of it came after splashdown, when he
realized the immensity of the world’s attention on Apollo
11, and saw that while he and his colleagues had been
focused on deploying experiments, taking photos,
collecting samples and making observations about the
immediate, (“109:46:08 Aldrin: There’s absolutely no
crater there at all from the engine”) hundreds of millions
of people felt their lives changed in way they could
not explain. “Neil,” he told Armstrong, “We missed the
whole thing.”
We might still be missing it.
Armstrong and Aldrin had precious little time to spend
the moment. Their heirs have had decades to weigh
it all, and even with all this time, it remains irresistibly
tempting for us to lose ourselves in the details. We can
still be enthralled by the minutiae of acronyms and
schematics. As years pass, the primary sources fade into
archives; the facts get dramatized and mythologized;
the people who did all this become heroes having
sought only to be good at their jobs; and those of us
most devoted to the real history of Apollo 11 can
a forged Armstrong autograph. We can explain a 1201
alarm, and navigate the meaning of “Mode Control,
both Auto. Descent Engine Command Override, off.
Engine Arm, off. 413 is IN” as though we are there now,
much like the re-enactors with perfect reproductions of

Civil War arms and uniforms can stand at the Bloody
Angle at Gettysburg and tell visitors about Alonzo
Cushing and Lewis Armistead. Retelling the old stories is
irresistible, but the risk is the same one the crew of Eagle
faced: missing the big picture, missing the reasons for
it and the meaning of it while we focus on the tasks at
hand; missing the whole thing.
Those of us who were lucky enough to have seen
Apollo 11, and who remain privileged to shepherd its
memory, might, as Americans, think of ourselves as
“we” who came in peace. But we were observers, not
participants. We watched it, we supported it, but we
didn’t make it happen. A tiny sliver of Americans were
involved hands-on. It was theirs.
The generation before us went to the Moon. We have
not been back since they did it. If “we” want to lay
claim to the achievements and the legacy of Apollo
11 and to be part of something historical, let us deliver
more than our memory for details. We are the spinoffs.
We are the inheritors of the potential of Apollo. It fell
to us to create the future of manned lunar exploration,
and not just to witness it executed by someone else. The

if we can take it. What ongoing steps of manned lunar

be such a thing on this divided world as “all mankind,”

from Buzz Aldrin in mind. It is not something he said on
and on what happens next:
“Something is useless only if we do not know how it
use it. If we use our Moon experience wisely in the years
to come, there is no doubt that it will be a vital basis for
greatly expanding our knowledge of the universe.”
Apollo changed nothing if we decline to live the
Armstrong made one small step. The giant leap is for us
to make.
Please visit our website for the entire list of source
material consulted during the writing of this article.

Images provided by Retro Space Images. The company has a vast number of comprehensive image discs of NASA
manned space missions containing thousands of high-resolution photos from NASA, contractors and other sources.
www.RocketSTEM .org
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The Apollo 11
Lunar Module
undergoing
checkout at KSC
in April of 1969.

Neil Armstrong stands
in front of the lunar lander
trainer at Langley
on February 12, 1969.
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Apollo 11 Command Module (CM-107) during construction and testing at the Rockwell plant in Downey, California.
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Edwin “Buzz” Aldrin reviews photos of the lunar surface at KSC on July 14, 1969.
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The Command Module
at the Rockwell
plant in Downey, Calif.
on August 8, 1968 just
prior to shipment to KSC.

Michael Collins practicing
in the CM simulator
on June 16, 1969.

www.RocketSTEM .org
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The Apollo Spacecraft 107 Command
and Service Modules being moved
from workstand 134 for mating to
the Spacecraft Lunar Module Adapter
(SLA) while inside the Manned
Spacecraft Operations Building
at KSC during April of 1969.
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Edwin ‘Buzz’ Aldrin and Neil Armstrong
deploying and using lunar tools on the
surface of the Moon during a training
exercise in Building 9 of the MSC at
Houston, Texas on April 18, 1969.

www.RocketSTEM .org
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Edwin ‘Buzz’ Aldrin suited up for a simulation
at the MSC in Texas on April 18, 1969.

Neil Armstrong preparing
to enter the LM simulator
on June 16, 1969.
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The SLA with the CSM
on May 1, 1969.

second stage on March 21, 1969.
www.RocketSTEM .org
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which will launch the Apollo 11
crew toward the Moon, is slowly
Building on May 20, 1969.

passes the Mobile Service Structure,
which will join it atop the pad as
launch preps are continued.
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It was estimated that one million people were
present on the Space Coast to see the launch
of Apollo 11, with some families even sleeping
on nearby beaches the night before the launch.

Edwin ‘Buzz’ Aldrin and Pad Leader Guenter Wendt in the White Room leading

Michael Collins is helped by
stuit tech Joe Schmitt while
suiting up on July 16, 1969.
www.RocketSTEM .org
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Neil Armstrong suiting up on July 16, 1969.

soon transfer to a second elevator that would take them to the White Room at the 320 ft. level.
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Liftoff of Apollo 11 at 9:32 a.m. on July 16, 1969 as seen from a camera high up on the mobile launch tower.
www.RocketSTEM .org
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Vice President Spiro Agnew (gray blazer)
and former President Lyndon B. Johnson
(blue suit) view the liftoff of Apollo 11.

The 70mm ALOTS tracking camera mounted on
an Air Force EC-135N aircraft flying at about
40,000 feet altitude photographed this event in
the early moments of the Apollo 11 launch.
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In their own words

The rocket that rocked our world
By Dauna Coulter
Forty-five years ago a mammoth rocket and some
pioneers of great vision helped humankind achieve a
remarkable feat: walking on the Moon. The event had a
profound effect on those who witnessed it and created
endless possibilities for those who came after.
Those of us old enough to have lived in Huntsville before
NASA’s Apollo 11 Moon mission can still recall the ground
shaking as the mighty Saturn V first-stage rocket boosters,
secured in a colossal test stand at nearby Marshall Space
Flight Center, rumbled and roared. As the Earth trembled,
we clung to our swing sets, paused our bicycles, jumped
off our pogo sticks, and just stood still – mesmerized and
amazed by what we knew was history in the making.
Soon after, the rest of the nation stood equally still
– mesmerized and amazed as Neil Armstrong took his
legendary “small step” on a distant world. A feat made
possible by the same rocket.
It was one of those “transcendent moments of awe that
change forever how we experience life and the world.”
Although John Milton wasn’t speaking of the moment
humankind set foot on the Moon, his words aptly describe
the profound effect events of such magnitude have upon
those who witness them.
July 20 marks the 45th anniversary of the famous
footstep – the result of a long and concerted effort by
400,000 NASA and contractor team members from across
the country.
This incredible event inspired and uplifted the people
who watched it unfold. Black-and-white televisions
flashed patterns across darkened living rooms as viewers
stared into the light at the almost surreal scene.
“I woke my two youngsters up to watch,” said Ed
Buckbee, formerly of Marshall Public Affairs and the first
director of the U.S. Space and Rocket Center. “They were
half asleep on the couch – yawning, their eyelids drooping
– but my eyes were open wide! I could hardly believe
what I saw. We actually pulled it off – humankind walking
on the Moon! It was like something out of a science fiction
novel.”
Ken Fernandez, who has worked at Marshall for more
than 40 years, was 23 when the first moonwalk took place:
“The night of the moonwalk, I was in the Lake
Guntersville campgrounds with a group from my church.
We were watching the event on a portable TV plugged
into my car. It was fairly late in the evening, but over 100
people from surrounding campsites gathered around our
TV. Up on the Moon, Armstrong came down a ladder and
then stood on the lander’s pad. When he stepped off
onto the lunar surface, there was a spontaneous cheer
that was probably heard across the lake. It was one of
those moments that you never forget.”
James Daniels, who worked for NASA from 1956 to 1981,
www.RocketSTEM .org

attended the Apollo 11 Saturn V launch and then headed
up to Fort Walton Beach for a brief respite.
“I rented a room in a beachside apartment with a
screened deck overlooking the Gulf. I put a little blackand-white TV out on the deck and watched most of the
Moon voyage coverage. I watched all during the late
afternoon and early night of landing day. I was so relaxed
by the Apollo landing time, which was late night at Fort
Walton, that I dozed off in my chair in front the TV with
the sounds of the ocean waves lapping the beach in the
night. Fortunately, I awakened as Armstrong began his
exit from the Lunar Module. I sat entranced by the ghostly
glare of Armstrong’s space suit while he backed down
the ladder in the darkened shadows of the vehicle and
dropped off the last rung.
“When he uttered, ‘That’s one small step for a man,
and a giant leap for mankind,’ I cried. My thoughts reeled
at his words, which so well captured the event’s historic
importance to us all.”
The Saturn V, the rocket that made it all possible, was
designed at Marshall under the direction of Dr. Wernher
von Braun. Bob Ward, the Huntsville Times’ first full-time
space and missile reporter from 1962 to1966 and then
Sunday editor, later wrote a book about the famous
rocket scientist. And in 1969, he couldn’t resist stepping
back into his reporter shoes to cover the big story.
“For old times’ sake, I assigned myself to Cape
Canaveral in July 1969 to help cover the Apollo 11
launch. At NASA’s press site shortly after liftoff, I was sitting
up in the press bleachers tapping out my story on an old
typewriter when I suddenly spotted Dr. Ernst Stuhlinger
leading an elderly gentleman whom I recognized through
the crowd below. I hurried down from the bleachers and
intercepted the pair. Amid the swirl of people moving
about, I asked Stuhlinger if he would introduce me to his
companion, Dr. Hermann Oberth, first space mentor to a
teen-aged Wernher von Braun in Germany.
“With Stuhlinger translating, I interviewed the 75-yearold space pioneer – one of the founding fathers of
rocketry and modern astronautics. Oberth found the
Apollo 11 launch ‘even more exciting’ than he had
dreamt as a boy. He said that NASA must press on and
‘undertake a manned Mars mission.’ It struck me as so
very fitting that Professor Oberth should be present for this
epochal mission to the Moon.”
Fitting indeed. Twelve years before the launch, Oberth
had written these words in his book Man Into Space:
“This is the goal: To make available for life every place
where life is possible. To make inhabitable all worlds as yet
uninhabitable and all life purposeful.”
Forty-five years ago, a big rocket rocked our world by
helping a human step forth onto another world.
“Shall we follow…?” (from T.S. Eliot’s Four Quartets, Burnt
Norton)
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Flight Director Gene Kranz (left)
is joined in Mission Control
by astronaut Eugene Cernan
during the Apollo 11 mission.

Earth is captured through the astronauts’ camera
during the translunar journey toward the Moon.
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Michael Collins aboard the Apollo 11
spacecraft during the trip to the Moon.
As the Command Module Pilot, Collins
stayed in orbit around the Moon, while
Neil Armstrong and Aldrin descended
to the surface and became the
The full lunar disc photographed
from the Apollo 11 spacecraft during
its transearth journey homeward.

“It’s human nature
to stretch, to go, to
see, to understand.
Exploration is not a
choice, really; it’s
an imperative.”
– Michael Collins

www.RocketSTEM .org
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from the Command Module shortly before
the LM’s descent to lunar surface.

The CM seen orbiting the Moon just after
separation of the LM. The lunar surface
below is in the north central Sea of Fertility

In their own words

Kicking up the dust and everything
As chief of public affairs for the Manned Spacecraft
Center, Paul Haney was known as the “Voice of Mission
for ITN (Independent Television News) in London. The
lunar module was trying to land on the Moon.
When the 1201 emergency [computer] alarm was
sounded, I was just listening to that as they came down
[for lunar landing]. I knew that was an abort parameter
and, boy, I took a bunch of breaths. Then I remember it
was [Buzz] Aldrin saying, “Just ignore that.” He said that
landings. If you listen to that tape, he was busy. Charlie
Duke was capsule communicator. After the landing, he
said something like, “We’re all about to turn blue down
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here,” which was a pretty honest reaction. They had
something like three or four seconds worth of fuel left in
the descent tank. You couldn’t cut it any closer. But Neil
seemed to know what he was about, kicking up the dust
and everything. That was really hairy, I thought. What if
backup. There was just one way to get out of there. It
had to work, and that was the piece that was developed
many hundreds of times, and it worked real well. It had
one hell of a success record. It worked six times on the
Moon, too.
This is an excerpt from the book, “Space Pioneers: In
Their Own Words” which was authored by Loretta Hall and
released last month. The book is available for purchase at
www.amazon.com.
www.RocketSTEM .org

A live telecast
of Neil Armstrong
descending to the
Moon’s surface.

here. The Eagle has landed.”
– Neil Armstrong

Armstrong and Aldrin. The television monitor
shows them on the surface of the Moon.

Edwin ‘Buzz’ Aldrin, lunar module pilot,
egressing the lunar module during the
extravehicular activity on the lunar surface.

www.RocketSTEM .org
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First Set Foot Upon the Moon,
July 1969 A.D. We Came in

outside near the Lunar Module at Tranquility
Base in the Sea of Tranquility on July 20, 1969.

“The biggest
Apollo was the
inspiration it gave
to a growing
generation to get
into science and
aerospace.”
– Buzz Aldrin
‘The Eagle Has Landed’ proclaims the front
page of The Washington Post on July 21, 1969.
Photograph taken by Jack Weir of his daughter.
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In their own words

Tears in the middle of the night
Skip Chauvin was a spacecraft test conductor for every
one of the Apollo missions, overseeing the closeout crew
Things were going so fast in those days that, all the way
through countdown, I never felt a big rush, like oh my
god, oh my god, i’m nervous and can’t do this. I suppose
in retrospect I should have been surprised that I wasn’t
all nervous and uptight. But it just rolled on. We had done
several before that, and I think we were all so anxious to
each do our parts to the best of our abilities, that none of
us seemed to be all excited.
The crazy part about it is, after liftoff, once we were sure
things were OK, I packed up my family – three kids and my
wife – and the boat and we took off south to Lake Worth

down in southern Florida. So all during that time it was
busy, busy, but when it came time for the landing itself on
the Moon, I remember it was the middle of the night and
all the family was asleep. I had the TV on and the sound
Eagle has landed,” I started crying. All by myself there
with everyone else asleep. And I started crying.
It just built up inside me I guess and it all came out at
that point. Tears were streaming down my face and I
guess I said to myself, “Oh my god we did it.’ I say ‘we’ as
a great many people that I worked with and others across
the country contributed so much in every facet of the
game. It all came together, and that is what I remember
most about the lunar landing.

Edwin ‘Buzz’ Aldrin removes the EASEP experiment from the Lunar Module.
www.RocketSTEM .org
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– Buzz Aldrin

Resting on the lunar soil is a seismometer, part of the Early

Edwin ‘Buzz’ Aldrin’s
bootprint in the lunar soil.

“That’s one small
step for a man,
one giant leap
for mankind.”
– Neil Armstrong

www.RocketSTEM .org
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Michael Collins photographs the returning Lunar Module with Neil
Armstrong and Edwin ‘Buzz’ Aldrin inside. Soon after, the journey
back to Earth began.

the Moon is viewed from
blown over by the exhaust
from the ascent engine
during the return to orbit.
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In their own words

A change of plans
in charge of planning and monitoring the maneuvers to
remove the command module from lunar orbit and head
it back toward Earth. He recalled an unplanned schedule
change after the lunar module (LM) lifted off from the
Moon and rejoined the command module in lunar orbit.
On Apollo 11, once you get all the rocks and stuff out
and close out the LM, you really don’t want to hang
around it. They had another rev to go before they were
going to close the hatch. Well, they come around the
corner [from the back side of the Moon] and the hatch

was already closed. We go, hey, we don’t really want to
stay on this thing, because it’s got the engine with things
armed, and it’s ready to do stuff. So we had to separate
one rev early. We would deorbit that thing out of lunar
orbit, and then we’d check the seismometers from the
ground on the Moon’s surface.
This is an excerpt from the book, “Space Pioneers: In
Their Own Words” which was authored by Loretta Hall and
released last month. The book is available for purchase at
www.amazon.com.

A half-eclipsed Earth as seen from the Moon’s orbit during the Apollo 11 mission.
www.RocketSTEM .org
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It was a scorching reentry for the
Columbia CM as seen from a
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hoisted aboard the recovery helicoptor
for transport back to USS Hornet.

“The important achievement
of Apollo was demonstrating
that humanity is not forever
chained to this planet
and our visions go rather
further than that and our
opportunities are unlimited.”
– Neil Armstrong

The Apollo 11 CM is slowly towed over to the USS Hornet before being brought aboard.
www.RocketSTEM .org
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Flags were a common site in Mission Control as they cheered the successful splashdown of Apollo 11 on July 24, 1969.

The Apollo 11 crewmen await pickup by a helicopter from the U.S.S. Hornet after splashing down at 11:40 a.m., July 24, 1969, about 812 nautical miles southwest of Hawaii.
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A member of the NASA recovery
personnel waves to Apollo 11 crew
(Michael Collins in front) as they
depart the recovery helicopter
aboard the USS Hornet.

Armstrong strums a ukulele inside
the quarantine facility aboard the
USS Hornet on July 24, 1969.

Nixon welcomes the Apollo 11 astronauts aboard the U.S.S. Hornet.

www.RocketSTEM .org
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are unloaded at the Lunar Receiving Laboratory
of the Manned Spacecraft Center in Houston.
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New York City welcomes Apollo 11 crewmen in a
showering of ticker tape in a parade termed as the
largest in the city’s history on Aug. 13, 1969.

astronauts at Buckingham Palace in Great Britian
during the astronauts’ world tour in 1970.

The Apollo 11 crew is greeted
by Dr. Robert R. Gilruth, director
of the Manned Spacecraft Center
upon the astronanuts’ release from
quarantine on August 19, 1969.

www.RocketSTEM .org
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Buzz
Aldrin

It’s time to
colonize the
Red Planet
Interview by Chase Clark
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At 84 years of age, Apollo 11’s Buzz Aldrin still has a lot
to say. And with a lifetime of experiences behind him
– and ahead of him yet as well – he’s hoping those in
power in Washington, D.C. and at NASA will listen to his plans
to colonize the planet Mars during the next four decades.
July 20th, 2014 marks 45 years since
Aldrin, Neil Armstrong and Michael
Collins ventured to the Moon during
the Apollo 11 mission. While Collins
stayed in orbit aboard the Columbia
module, Armstrong and Aldrin made
history by taking the Eagle module
down to the surface and creating
celestial body.
Forever known as ‘the second man
to walk on the Moon,’ Aldrin has been
the more outspoken of the trio in the
decades since. While Armstrong
advocated for going back to the
Moon, believing that there was much
left to learn from the Earth’s nearby
satellite, Aldrin has been a strong
proponent of extending mankind’s
grasp by aiming instead for the Red
Planet.
Despite a busy speaking schedule
as the 45th anniversary nears, Aldrin
was gracious enough to spend nearly
an hour and a half speaking with
RocketSTEM over the phone from his

was pretty busy when ‘beep, beep,
beep, beep’ went overhead as I was
nuclear weapons on my aircraft. So
that was not foremost in my mind.”
“I discovered a couple of years
later in Time magazine that the
human beings who would be
carrying out America’s human space
program had to have attended test
pilot training. I had not chosen to
do that and was about to embark

“My education was paid for by
the Air Force Institute of Technology
in Dayton, Ohio, which emanated
out of an Air Corps engineering
school where my father was the
commandant
between
1920
and 1925. The school of aviation
technology that my father was the
beginnings of as a result of his MIT
doctoral work, became the institution
that sponsored and paid for my
doctor of science at the same place,
MIT, which launched me on a space
career as Dr. Rendezvous.”
to become part of the third group of
to hold a doctorate, an education
which would become important to
docking and rendezvous techniques

varied and the shared knowledge
was immense, but this reporter did his
best to absorb all that Aldrin had to
say.
Becoming an astronaut did not
always seem to be in the cards for
Aldrin, who holds degrees from West
Point (B.S. in Mechanical Engineering)
and MIT (Doctorate of Science in
jets for the U.S. Air Force during the
Korean War and was decorated
after shooting down two Mig-15s.
But it was a decision he made after
the war that he thought might have
closed the door on him becoming an
astronaut.
Awareness of the possibility of
space exploration “really originated
for the ordinary citizen in 1957 with
Sputnik. Now we just assume that
the Russians did Sputnik because the
Russians did Sputnik. But why? Why
didn’t the United States do that?
There probably were reasons, but I
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Buzz Aldrin speaking about his experiences at the Saturn V Center at Kennedy Space Center in during a
celebration marking the 30th anniversary of the Apollo 11 mission.
Credit: Tom Usciak

so that it probably would not have
made sense to follow back with test
pilot training. That essentially wrote off
that profession, but that didn’t mean
that I didn’t have an interest and
that I didn’t see the parallel between
an ideal intercept and rendezvous in
space.

he devised for orbiting spacecraft
were among the keys to the success
of the Gemini and Apollo programs.
Those same techniques are still used
by spacecraft to this date.
“As crew assignments came out
for the progressive Gemini program,
was scheduled to be on the backup
www.RocketSTEM .org

crew of Gemini X and the crews were
already assigned and in training for XI
and XII. The backup crew on X would
be the prime crew on XIII, but there
wasn’t a XIII. But things happened,
and obviously continued to happen,
from the time I crawled out of my crib
and got in trouble for getting into the
refrigerator.”

pilot alongside Commnand Pilot
Jim Lovell who was on his second
demonstrate that an astronaut could
successfully conduct a spacewalk.
A task which had proven to be
problematic to both the American
astronauts and Russian cosmonauts
in prior missions.
Aldrin had trained for the
mission using what was then a
novel technique of practicing his
Earth. The training proved to be so
successful that it has been a staple of
astronaut training ever since. During
the mission itself, Aldrin performed a
two-hour 20-minute spacewalk while
tethered and was able to perform a
number of extravehicular activities.
“My education plus my Air Force
directly to my MIT thesis on manned
orbital rendezvous. Now what’s a
Well, it’s actually quite similar when
space rendezvous that has been set
up by selected maneuvers to reach
the correct point, at the correct
time, with the correct velocity. So an
intercept can then be made that
is quite standard and familiar and
useful in an optimum backup fashion.
“Following the Moon landing,
I eventually applied that orbital
and the backside of the Moon. Since
NASA did not have a full appreciation
of that then, I switched to Mars. It’s
kind of hard to discover something
that’s there, you just haven’t found
it yet, but in a pioneering discovery
I found that there is a cycling orbit
between Earth and Mars that
continually rotates back and forth
with the only interval of Mars access,
or departing Mars, which is every

www.RocketSTEM .org

Buzz Aldrin holds up a model of the lunar lander during a press conference to announce the crew members for

improved by my inspiration and
work with Purdue University to a dual
synodic period cycling spacecraft,
which for simplicity is every other
two of these cycling spacecraft to
transport humans from the vicinity of
the Earth to a Mars landing in about
the standard international way of
transporting crews from the Earth to
Mars.
“It makes possible the dream of
a permanent human presence there.
“I’m keeping very current on all
the changes that might have an
affect on phasing this system in so
that potentially the next president in
July of 2019 -– on the 50th anniversary
– could make some statement that
I believe that within two decades
the United States can lead an
international human permanence
on the planet Mars. Which the more
i think about it will be a giant leap
of mankind to be remembered for
hundreds and thousands of years.”
Aldrin admires the work toward
launching humans to Mars being
done by Elon Musk and SpaceX, as

well as the recent successful test
of NASA’s Low Density Supersonic
Decelerator technology in this skies
above Hawaii.
“Not only his organization, but
I could say Elon himself, has been
designer of excellence and as a
rocket developer with spacecraft
follow-ons that appear to be
potentially very pioneering at this
time. But after Curiosity from JPL
endured seven minutes of terror – or
suspense or whatever you might call it
– it dawned on people that to land on
Mars in a way similar to how we land
on Earth from space would require
considerable attention be paid to
the thinner atmosphere at Mars. To
land like on Earth would require a
much larger heat shield called an
adjustable or an expandable ablator,
descent rocket to land.
“If the entry for landing at Mars
can be perhaps a bit more like
our descent to land on the Moon,
rather than an entry into the thick
atmosphere of Earth, if that proves to
be true, then it will result in what some
might call a game changer. We may
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the Russians the same way. We are
talking about leadership in history for
hundreds and thousands of years.
That is what your RocketSTEM should
be communicating.
“There was a father that came
up to me with his eight-year-old son
at a book signing, and he said ‘You
know my son wants to go to Mars.’
Rather than asking the boy the

or may not have to go down both
paths before making a choice for
both cargo and crew.
“I’m encouraging NASA to look at

Steve Squyres (former principal
investigator of the Mars Exploration
Rover’ program) who’s now the
head of NASA Advisory Council, he

it convenient to limit that to 2020 to
2040 because I think we somewhat
understand the limited things that are
being scheduled between now and
2020. Of course one has to include
what will be available in 2020 but I
just don’t have enough graph paper
to go all the way back another six
years.”
Aldrin plan includes spending
the ensuing decade developing a
complete way of launching things
from the U.S. and staging out toward
the Red Planet in stages. Human and
robotic exploration missions could
begin in low Earth orbit, then move
to Moon, or to asteroid distances
beyond the Moon, and eventually
settle on the Martian moons, Phobos
and
Deimos,
where
real-time
exploration of the Martian surface
could be controlled by humans in
orbit or on the surface of the moons.
“I’ve always had the concept in
the back of my mind that we would
occupy maybe both of the moons
of Mars. If you’re in orbit around
Mars at a moon or otherwise, what
that means is you can control two
rovers on opposite sides of Mars.

Mars (with the Spirit and Opportunity
rovers) could’ve been done in one
week if we had a human being in
orbit around Mars giving instructions
directly with less than a second time
delay to the rovers on the surface.
“What I would add to that
understanding is that if we are in
orbit around Mars, and there are very
good reasons to do that, but if we are
not ready to commit to permanence
on the surface, then do not land until
you are committed to permanence.
The purpose of sending humans to the
Mars – along with the judgment, the
perspective, the stories, the impact –
is to increase the settlement colony,
growing the presence of humans to
help each other survive. The most
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I think that realization needs to be
made clear to the American people
that the way some of us see it is that is
the way to depart orbit around Mars.
“My estimation is pretty clear
humans on Mars that they would
outpost on another planet. And

think its going to take to get there, I
said ‘Now when you get to Mars how
long do you want to stay?’ It puzzled
him a little bit, and he looked up at
the ceiling, and then he said ‘Oh,
a couple of days.’ I thought that
was an interesting answer, and an
understandable answer considering
what eight year olds are generally
aware of. It’s very instructive to look
up at the Moon and ask the question,
‘Now where’s the Sun? And which
way is north?’ and watch how kids
deal with that.
“I am quite excited about the
Mars exploration sequence that I
have put forth and I feel that this is a
very opportune time that should be
encouraged by all STEM students.”
Understanding and learning from
the past is necessary toward moving
forward and avoiding making the
same mistakes over and over again.
With that in mind Aldrin is has formed
two organizations he hopes can
is a foundation called USS Enterprise
which stands for United Strategic
Space Enterprise. The foundation will
examine space policies from the very
beginning of the space program all
the way through the present.
“Once we get it up and running,
my son will carry through because it is
The things that are hampering our
space program right now, maybe we
can change that by knowing what
we did right and what we did wrong,
and look to the root cause. If it is our
system of government then we better
think carefully about where it’s taking
us in high technology, high reliability,
human protection ventures.”
The second organization is the
It will be focusing on the future of
space exploration.
www.RocketSTEM .org

“It’s a very small number of worker
bees right now. I wish I had started it
a little sooner, but we get smarter and
smarter (as people) as the clock goes
round.”
Coming back from the Moon
was not something anyone could
have adequately prepared for.
After quarantine, debriefing and
a worldwide tour celebrating the
mission, each of the three astronauts
dealt with the weight of their
accomplishment in different manners.
“It’s not necessarily a universal
significance change. In my case
there were, not mitigating, but
outside influences. That is why I titled
my first autobiography ‘Return to
Earth’ instead of ‘Journey to the
Moon’ or ‘The Moon and Back.’ That is
because the return proved to be the
most difficult part of the mission. There
are a couple of autobiographies that
cover my inherited depression and
alcoholism. You don’t arrest either
one, but I have 35 years of sobriety
and my mental state most of the time
is positive.”
While Aldrin admits he can’t carry
a tune, and isn’t likely to ever be
seen climbing a mountain, he is still a
man who has travelled the Earth and
beyond in the name of adventure.
He has been an avid scuba diver for
more than 55 years and has made
recreational dives at locations all
around the world. At present he’s
been in a ‘holding pattern’ for five
years waiting to reach the South Pole
via a hovercraft. Definitely not your
typical summer vacation destination.
“I’ve been to the North Pole on a
Russian nuclear icebreaker. That was
quite enlightening. Even more so
years before that in a French yellow
submarine for three people – two
spoke French and one did not, that’s
me – we went down for a total of 11
hours visiting the Titanic. I was given
a baseball cap that says ‘Bottom
Gun.’ Not ‘Top Gun.’ It was given
to me because Bob Ballard felt that
anyone that had been down to see
the Titanic – even an Air Force guy –
should have a cap that says ‘Bottom
Gun.’
“That’s some of the versatility of my
inquisitiveness about exploration to
the fringes.”
With more than 40 years having
www.RocketSTEM .org

passed since humanity last stepped
on the Moon, it is not a stretch to
say that a majority of the world’s
population has zero recollection
of that era. While historians have
dissected the details in numerous
books over the years, the simple fact
remains that only two dozen people
truly know what the experience of
leaving low earth orbit is like. Getting
to that point was not just a shot in the
dark. Even though it took less than a
decade to accomplish, NASA took a
very calculated approach to reach
the Moon.
“The
Moon
landings
were
prepared for in a gradual way by
the three programs of American
human spaceflight – Mercury, Gemini
and Apollo. I’ve not really seen this
written down, but I’ve heard that the

modules were too heavy to land.
The crew rotations would have kept
going pretty close to what they
actually did. The first landing would
have been achieved by Apollo 12
in October of ’69 and not Apollo
11 in July ’69. Obviously something
happened to LEM 5 that made it
a qualified lander. It was reduced
in weight, but we still sort of jokingly
blamed the program manager, who
I’ve gotten to know very well, that
he’s the guy that caused us to run
low on fuel. No, we didn’t have less
fuel. We were heavier than most later
spacecraft. Sometimes things don’t
work the way you expect them too.”
Of course before the Apollo
spacecraft could be hurled toward
the Moon by the mighty Saturn V
rocket, there were a number of

The Aldrin Cycler makes travel to Mars possible via a perpetually cycling route, allowing spacecraft to use far less
propellant than conventional means. In each cycle, when the Aldrin Cycler’s trajectory swings it by the Earth, a
smaller interceptor spacecraft will dock with it.
Credit: Jonathan M. Mihaly and Victor Q. Dang

reason that 20 Apollo missions were
prepared and built to be carried out,
was that people felt assured that we
would at least land successfully on
ONE of those 20 missions. There was a
strong belief that President Kennedy’s
commitment would be carried out.
“In late 1967 and early ’68 the
first landing on the Moon was going
to be in mid October ’69 to be
accomplished by LEM 6. This was
because all the preceding lunar

problems that had to be solved,
and procedures to test. The Mercury
and Gemini programs were the test
beds that directly led into the Apollo
program.
“The Mercury spacecraft could
not maneuver fore and aft, left and
right, and up and down. The only
thing that allowed it to reenter were
that retrorockets slowed it up so it
reentered the atmosphere. Now the
Gemini system with two people in
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orbit, a dress rehearsal in lunar orbit,
and the landing from lunar orbit, all
naturally followed.
“I think the crews could see that
progression coming and it would
keep coming until we landed, or ran
out of rockets. The people who were
in the astronaut program were either
module and maybe later landing, or
being one of the two guys who might
land on the Moon. So we adjusted to
that future in an attempt to adjust to
the training leading up to the moment
of liftoff. We had a lot of time to think
about that and watch other people
go through that, but to explain to
someone who hasn’t experienced
any of that, what we ‘felt like,’ is like
saucer is like.”
Mentioning UFOs is something
that has gotten Aldrin in a bit of hot
Moon, the crew of Apollo 11 noticed
those directions and rotate also. It was
much more versatile, and it allowed a
growth period between Mercury and
the complex Apollo missions.
“The four essential objectives of
the Gemini program were computer
controlled reentry to an accurate

segmenting the mission into different
spacecraft which required only one
chosen. That was unquestionably the
most successful, the most decisive,
the most telling decision made I think
throughout the entire U.S. human

14 days, spacewalking outside the
spacecraft, and rendezvous and
docking. It was those four objectives
which equipped us to move to Apollo
but there were two ways of getting to
the Moon.
“One
was
by
Earth
orbit
rendezvous, requiring two Saturn

spacecraft in Apollo for a reasonably
long time – 11 days with a veteran,
Wally Schirra (Apollo 7). Then there
were indications that the Russians

placed in orbit, followed by a quite
large spacecraft containing the
crew that would do everything else.
Instead of lunar orbit rendezvous and

two previous unmanned tests. We
sent them not just around the Moon,
but to enter orbit around the Moon.
Then the testing of the lander in Earth

the Moon and back in the Zond
delayed so we shifted things around
and sent the second crew (Apollo

in the distance. While it has never
always believed what they saw was a
separation panel from the third stage

from the quarantine facility to the
NASA executives was not privileged
of it was disseminated in some ways.
We certainly explained a light out the
window traveling slowly with respect
to the inertial background, which we
used to say its somewhere not quite as
far away as the stars. I’d seen graphs
of the panels that are enclosing the
lunar module that are set in four
different directions when we separate
the command module, turn around
and dock with the lunar module, then
disconnect the lunar module from
the rocket. We knew all that, and that
is why instead of blurting out ‘Hey

Dr. Aldrin: The author
Buzz Aldrin has authored eight books,
including last year’s “Mission to Mars,”
“
,”
and
the
children’s book, “Look to the Stars.”
All three books may be purchased at
Amazon.com and in bookstores.
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Houston, there’s a light that’s towing
along with us toward the Moon,’
that would not have been too smart
a transmission. So instead we ask a
reassuring coverup question. We said
‘Hey can you tell us how far away the
the engine and move away at an
accelerating speed, but the people
at Houston were probably puzzled by
the question. When they came back
10 minutes later and said it’s about six
either it was going mighty fast still, or
that wasn’t what we were looking
at. We didn’t really get great further
satisfaction by looking through the
power sextant.
“It certainly wasn’t rotating like
a saucer. They was no reason to
suspect, other than an unusual sun
of those panels. Now I discovered
gradually in talking to people that
they had never heard that de
www.RocketSTEM .org

“I had a long interview with the
BBC and I decided to explain it to the
best of my knowledge, which always
confuses somebody, especially when
they want to be confused. So the UFO
people back in the States were very
angry with me for not giving them the
scoop.
“Charles Berlitz wrote his book
and established his credibility in
had reported observing unusual
observations, including Neil and I
on the Moon talking about some
green creatures on the other side of
a crater. That was heard by Charles
himself. I sued him and that scared
him. It cost me a little bit of money
but it was worth it. And so was using
Bart Sibrel’s chin as the target for my
hotel and demanding he prove he
had walked on the Moon). That cost

me a little bit too, but it gave me a lot
of prestige.”
Aldrin has found himself asked all
sorts of questions while out and about
during the years. And the questions
aren’t always about the Apollo 11
mission.
“I was coming back from a trip that
landed at LAX two years ago and as
I was walking out there were three
guys – one with the camera held low
and aimed directly at me – and he
said ‘Hey Buzz Aldrin, what do you
think about that guy who set a record
and jumped out of a balloon and he
came back to Earth? What do you
think about Felix Baumgartner?’ I
had just enough time to get my mind
working as I was walking, and I said
‘Well, that sure was a giant leap for
Red Bull!’ I don’t think there is going
to be second jump. Who’s going to
do that?”
Only 12 people have walked on
the Moon. Another dozen have
travelled to the Moon but stayed in
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taken a slingshot around the Moon).
It is a very small contingent and
encountering similar groups of people
is not a common thing, but it does
happen occasionally.
“I had the opportunity at the
Memorial Day parade this year, to
meet four survivors of the Doolittle
Raid. My father was a contemporary
of Jimmy Doolittle, born in the same
year. But instead of racing around the
pylons, he would be a judge at the
Cleveland air races.
“I went up to the copilot who
don’t know if there was another
B-25 commander in the crew that
survived. but Colonel Dick Cole was
two things i want to talk to you about.’
One is the same thing that I told Jimmy
after my father died. I said ‘Jimmy do
you know that our rocket was taller
than your takeoff roll on the carrier?’
I decided that I would tell Dick Cole
sunk in what I was talking about. And
then I said ‘Now there’s another thing
that whenever I am introduced as a
speaker or in the audience, or at an
occasion, it is almost unanimous – very
very rare is there ever an exception
– that I’m introduced as the second
man on the Moon.’ And I said to
Dick, ‘Now we share that in common
because you’re going to be known as
don’t think he was too worried about
that.
“It is one of those undone things that
i’m going to get together with one or
more of the four of them and have
them consider what their reunions
have meant to them for 72 years.
“I’m always interested in people
recognizing that it was not just 12
Americans who landed and walked
on the Moon, but it’s 24 who reached
the Moon. That was enabled by four
learning missions and one emergency.
I think that 24 is a much better number
for students to be aware of, but I have
given up on the State Department
recognizing all 24 living or deceased
as lunar ambassadors. All American
and foreign space people should be
aware and reminded of what’s gone
before them.”
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during the Gemini XII mission.
The Agena Target Vehicle
is visible in the background.
Credit: NASA
www.RocketSTEM .org
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Living
on a
simulated
Mars
Story by Casey Stedman
Photos by Ross Lockwood
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H

ow will future astronauts live on Mars? This is the question
asked by NASA and many of the organizations working

The challenges of landing and
psychological health. The University

recreate on Earth. In order to do this,
NASA and other space organizations

emotional states. Each of the crew
wears two electronic sensors as
records biometrics. The second, worn

take place in remote or hostile places
on earth that are similar to those

effectiveness as a team, how they
react to stress, and their behaviors in
a closed environment. The history of

of the crewmembers to each other,
the intensity of their interactions, and
downloaded and transmitted to the
One of the elements of long

Operated by the University of Hawaii

millions of miles from Earth, the crew

located high on the
and methods of preparing food for
entered the habitat in March of 2014.
crew has been participants in a

shield volcano with an
environment similar to the

How will they cope with this? In order

likely inhabit.
dome, inside of which is everything
the sense of isolation, the habitat

Lucie Poulet and Annie Caraccio conduct an EVA.
Credit: Ross Lockwood
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patterns, which are a might bit wetter
Martian atmosphere only has one

the habitat.
One aspect of living on Mars that
can be replicated is the distance
between the planets, or at least the

even at the speed of light. Two way
conversations are not possible, so

HI-SEAS crew members Tiffany Swarmer, Ron Williams, Lucie Poulet, Casey Stedman, and Annie Caraccio unpack crates of
food for the current mission.
Credit: Ross Lockwood

to receive a response. This can be a

elements of reality that cannot be
volcano on the island of Hawaii. This
has the advantage of distancing the
crew from civilization, and being an

In fact, the only way the crew
the mission is wearing an analog
in which to replicate Mar’s gravity

contend

with

terrestrial

weather

Quick comparision between the Earth and Mars
Earth

Mars

93 million miles

142 million miles

18.5 miles per second

14.5 miles per second

7,926 miles

4,220 miles

23.5 degrees

25 degrees

365.25 days

687 Earth days

23 hours 56 minutes

24 hours 37 minutes

2.66 times that of Mars

0.375 that of Earth

Average 57 degrees F

Average -81 degrees F

Nitrogen, oxygen,
argon, others

Mostly carbon dioxide,
some water vapor

1

2

Diameter

Gravity
Atmosphere

Learn much more about Mars by visting:
www.RocketSTEM .org
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Lucie Poulet gets help suiting up for a EVA from her fellow crew members Annie Caraccio and Tiffany Swarmer.

inhospitable

Martian

landscape.
crew. NASA and the other space
agencies are investigating the types
of people whom will one day be
selected to go to Mars.

candidates, all of whom had to meet

Credit: Ross Lockwood

Special care was given to selecting
candidates that possessed the
ideal combination of talents and
character.
diverse collection of international
researchers.
The Mission Commander is Casey
veteran of the wars in Iraq and

reasons. Some will be for chores like
maintaining their habitat systems or
for signs of life.

University of North Dakota’s Space

monitor habitat power systems and

the mission’s Chief Technologist.
He is a doctoral candidate from

site” to catalog the geology and

the

crew’s
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team

performance

great lengths of time in small spaces
with other people. Compatibility is as

Engineer is Annie Caraccio, a
chemical engineer from NASA’s
Kennedy Space Center. The crew
has their own Mission Psychologist, a

www.RocketSTEM .org

Indiana. And the Chief Scientist is

Each

crewmember

has

been

water sparingly. Showers for each
crewmember are limited to eight

control immediately when problems
arise. The distance between Mars

the ability to do this. Machines can’t
missions.
Caraccio is diligently recording all

will help engineers at NASA better

There

have

been

other

to demonstrate concepts in harsh

food, garbage, and materials waste

selected from more
candidates, all of
whom had to meet the

how seeds will react after having
been in space for long periods. The
Ross Lockwood splices a cable during an EVA outside the HI-SEAS habitat. While this is a fairly simple operation for an

earlier this year.
Things people take granted on

essential for scientists and engineers
Some pessimistic critics believe that
testing the methods and technologies

environment.
International Space Station or those
and ration food, water, electricity,

SEAS and similar Mars analogs prove

away from friends and family will one

inventoried and divided, every watt
of electricity generated by the solar
www.RocketSTEM .org
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Meet the crew of HI-SEAS 2

HI-SEAS 2 crew members are: Lucie Poulet, Ross Lockwood (front row), Annie Caraccio, Tiffany Swarmer (middle row) Casey Stedman and Ron Williams (back row).
Photo by Ross Lockwood.

Mission Psychologist:

and therapist as well as director of
and psychological disorders. He is

Dr. Ron Williams

Chemistry

at

Indiana

University

Psychology with a concentration in
gerontological psychology from the
University of Notre Dame and his PhD

He has been a part of
the professional staff at
is

the

director

of

of psychiatry for the
Indiana University School

the

most recent research and

Center is one of the largest
After a short time working as an
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Diplomate of the American
College
of
Professional

Midwest.
diagnosing

and

treating

patients
www.RocketSTEM .org

management, emergency medicine,
working as a chemical engineer on
research.

with everything related to the early
programs. He has visited the Kennedy
visit at age 15 when he witnessed

One
main
project
involves
developing a system for recovering

had the privilege of meeting all three

aerospace facilities, and maintaining
a connection with local media.

collector of space related books,
repair

technologies

for

newly

Gemini spacecraft and stayed inside
variety of sporting activities ranging
from hiking and rock climbing to tennis

missions were going on in space.
photographer
and
astronomer.
He vehemently believes that man

in

the

Department

of

Chemical

be active in space analog research
and is looking forward

aerospace sciences.

medical, social and technological

Mission Scientist:

Lucie Poulet
and psychological characteristics
of the crew and their relationship to

events, professional societies and
associate and PhD candidate at
learning and spending time with
friends and family.

Medical/Life Support
habitat.

Tiffany Swarmer
Swarmer works with the
University of North Dakota’s

Chief Engineer:

Anne Caraccio

in Chemical Engineering
from Manhattan College.
Caraccio came on board
completing three semesters in the
www.RocketSTEM .org

coordinator, research assistant,
biologist,
and
emergency
medical
technician
for
analog
habitat
and

will be completing a M.S.

the

German

Aerospace

Center

at optimizing lighting for plant growth,
systems.
Space has always been
a passion and a motor
in her life. As a teenager

observation of celestial bodies as well
as astrophotography.

and process.
University with a Master’s in aerospace
engineering where she worked in
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Annie Caraccio checks her gear during an EVA.
Photo by Ross Lockwood.
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plant lighting in space. That same
Program of the International Space
assessing the possibility of developing
a network of spaceports in the solar
system.

University of Alberta and as a writer
for the University of Alberta’s Science

personal science blog, spincrisis.net,

Mission Commander:

Casey Stedman
in the United States
and
a
advocate

Chief Technologist:

passionate
of
space

Ross Lockwood

a
passion
for
science,
engineering, and space
operations worldwide.
He

earned

a

Honors Physics at the
University of Alberta in

and has been selected for
promotion to the rank of Major

the last year of his PhD in
Condensed Matter Physics.
In his research he investigates silicon

in

Geography

from

Central

he is investigating the application

processing.

and increase safety in planetary

He

shares

his

commitment

to
National Space Society, The Planetary
Society, and as Ambassador for the

University of Alberta Observatory,
casey_stedman He also enjoys hiking,

www.RocketSTEM .org
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New vehicles pave way for exploration
By Ken Kremer
Why is NASA’s Commercial Crew
Program to develop private human
transport ships to low Earth orbit
important?
That’s the question I posed to NASA
Administrator Charles Bolden when
we met for an exclusive interview at
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
in Maryland.
The Commercial Crew Program
(CCP) is the critical enabler
“for establishing a viable orbital
infrastructure” in the 2020s, NASA
Administrator
Charles
Bolden
explained recently in a one-on-one
interview at NASA’s Goddard Space
Flight Center in Greenbelt, Md.
Bolden,
a
Space
Shuttle
space, says NASA wants one of the
new American-made private crewed
spaceships
under
development
by SpaceX, Boeing and Sierra
Nevada – with NASA funding – to be
ready to ferry U.S. astronauts to the
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International Space Station (ISS) and
back to Earth by late 2017. Flights
for other commercial orbital space
ventures would follow later and into
the next decade.
Since the shutdown of NASA’s
space shuttle program following
(commanded by Chris Ferguson),
America has been 100 percent
astronauts to the space station and
back.
“Commercial crew is critical. We
need to have our own capability
to get our crews to space,” Bolden
exclaimed during a visit to the
NASA Goddard cleanroom with
the
agency’s
groundbreaking
Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS)
science probes.
Administrator
Bolden
foresees
a huge shift in how the U.S. will
conduct space operations in low
earth orbit (LEO) just a decade from
now. The future LEO architecture
will be dominated not by NASA and

the ISS but rather by commercial
entrepreneurs and endeavors in the
2020s.
“There are going to be other
commercial
stations
or
other
laboratories,” Bolden excitedly told
me.
And the cash strapped Commercial
Crew effort to build new astronaut
transporters is the absolutely essential
enabler to get that exploration task
done, he says.
“Commercial Crew is critical
to establishing the low Earth orbit
infrastructure that is required for
exploration. We have got to have a
way to get our crews to space.”
“You know people try to separate
stuff that NASA does into nice little
neat packages. But it’s not that way
anymore.”
Bolden and NASA are already
looking beyond the ISS in planning
how to use the new commercial
crew spaceships being developed
by SpaceX, Boeing and Sierra
Nevada in a public partnership
www.RocketSTEM .org

through NASA’s Commercial Crew
Program.
“Everything we do [at NASA]
is integrated. We have to have
commercial crew [for] a viable low
Earth orbit infrastructure – a place
where we can do testing – for
example with what’s going on at the
ISS today.”
“And in the out years you are going
to be doing the same type of work.
But it’s not going to be on the ISS.”
“After 2024 or maybe 2028, if we
extend it again, you are going to see
the people on commercial vehicles.
There are going to be other stations
or other laboratories. But they won’t
be NASA operated laboratories.
They will be commercially viable and
operating laboratories.”
Private
NewSpace
ventures
represent a revolutionary departure
from current space exploration
thinking. But none of these
revolutionary
commercial
operations will happen if we
don’t have reliable and cost
effective human access to
orbit from American soil with
American rockets on American
spaceships.
“We need to have our own
capability to get our crews to
commercial crew is really, really, really
important,” Bolden emphasized.
The ongoing crises in Ukraine
makes development of a new U.S.
crew transporter to end our total
reliance on Russian spaceships even
more urgent.
“Right now we use the Russian
Soyuz. It is a very reliable way to get
our crews to space. Our partnership
with Roscosmos is as strong as it’s
ever been. So we just keep watching
what’s going on in other places in
the world, but we continue to work
with Roscosmos the way we always
have,” Bolden stated.
The latest example is the recent
successful launch of the new three
man Russian-U.S.-German Expedition
40 crew to the ISS on a Soyuz.
Of course, the speed at which
the U.S. develops the private human
spaceships is totally dependent on
the funding level for the Commercial
Crew program.
www.RocketSTEM .org

Unfortunately, progress in getting
the space taxis actually built and
because the Obama Administration
CCP funding requests for the past few
years of roughly about $800 million
have been cut in half by a reluctant
U.S. Congress. Thus forcing NASA to
to 2017.
And every forced postponement
to CCP costs U.S. taxpayers another
$70 million payment per crew seat
to the Russians. As a result of the
congressional CCP cuts more than
one billion U.S. dollars have been
shipped
to
Russia

There are going to be
other stations or other
laboratories. But they
won’t be NASA operated
laboratories. They will be
commercially viable and
operating laboratories.

instead of
spent on
building our own U.S. crew transports
– leaving American aerospace
workers unemployed and American
manufacturing facilities shuttered.
I asked Bolden to assess NASA’s
new funding request for the coming
way through Congress.
“It’s looking better. It’s never
good. But now it’s looking much
better,” Bolden replied. “If you look
at the House markup that’s a very
positive indication that the budget
for commercial crew is going to be
pretty good.”
The pace of progress in getting our
crews back to orbit basically can be
summed up in a nutshell.
“No Bucks, No Buck Rogers,” Chris
Ferguson, who now leads Boeing’s

crew effort, told me in a separate
interview for RocketSTEM.
The Boeing CST-100, Sierra Nevada
Dream Chaser and SpaceX Dragon
‘space taxis’ are all vying for funding
in the next round of contracts to
be awarded by NASA around late
summer 2014 known as Commercial
Crew
Transportation
Capability
(CCtCap).
All three company’s have been
making excellent progress in meeting
their NASA mandated milestones in
the current contract period known
as Commercial Crew Integrated
Capability initiative (CCiCAP) under
the auspices of NASA’s Commercial
Crew Program.
Altogether they have received
more than $1 billion in NASA funding
under the current CCiCAP initiative.
Boeing and SpaceX were awarded
contracts worth $460 million and
$440 million, respectively. Sierra
Nevada was given what amounts
million.
SpaceX CEO Elon Musk just
publicly unveiled his manned
Dragon V2 spaceship on May
29.
Boeing’s Chris Ferguson told me
that assembly of the CST-100 test
article starts soon at the Kennedy
Space Center.
one or more of the three competitors
will be chosen later this year in the
next phase under CCtCAP to build
the next generation spaceship to
ferry astronauts to and from the ISS.
safety of the new crew transporters,
the CCtCAP contracts will specify
that “each awardee conduct at least
spacecraft can dock to the space
station and all its systems perform as
expected.”
Concurrently, NASA is developing
the manned Orion crew vehicle for
deep space exploration. The state-ofthe-art capsule will carry astronauts
back to the Moon and beyond on
journeys to asteroids and one day
to Mars. However, commercial crew
spacecraft are critical to establishing
the low Earth orbit infrastructure that is
required for deep space exploration.
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SpaceX founder Elon Musk gives a peek inside the next generation Dragon space capsule during a media event to reveal the new design. The Dragon V2 will be the

Revealing a new Dragon
By Mary Kanian
In my lifetime, I have witnessed
what I thought may be the entire
in the USA; from the challenge of
Russia’s Sputnik in 1957, when I was
11 years old, to the ROAR of the last
Space Shuttle launch in 2011. Oh,
brother. Was I wrong.
Before the dust had settled after
the last Space Shuttle launch,
private companies eager to take
up where the government seemed
faltering and uncertain emerged
these, the wunderkind of this new
generation, Elon Musk, the creator
of Paypal (an innovative way of
purchasing nearly anything in the
world), founder of Tesla Motors (the
electric car completely redesigned)
and pioneer of the reusable space
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craft with multiple capabilities. Who
would not leap at the opportunity to
see and hear this remarkable man?
That very opportunity came my
way on May 29, 2014, when invitations
were extended to a limited number
of media outlets to come witness
the unveiling of the next generation
of SpaceX’s resupply vehicles to the
ISS (International Space Station) –
the Dragon V-2 – which was to be
introduced by Elon Musk himself.
Came the day, we all parked
in the lot located across from
SpaceX headquarters in Hawthorne,
California and walked across the
street to the main entrance be
checked in by a well-prepared and
courteous team of coordinators who
checked the required two forms of
id and matched our names to their
lists. We were provided a separate

badge on a lanyard and a ’Group
Number’ designation to assure each
of us of an opportunity to enter the
vehicle. Security precautions were in
effect and all camera boxes & bags
were inspected as would be done at
concert halls and sports venues. There
were no “pat-downs” and metal
detectors were nowhere in sight.
We 50-60 members of the media
were ushered into the building at the
proper time through a brightly lighted
white lobby, skimmed past an open
hallway lined with low-walled grey
cubicles, through a doorway and into
employees and invited guests.
We were placed front and center
within 25 feet of the veiled Dragon
V-2 capsule. Videographers, reporters
and still photographers all quickly
positioned themselves and set up
www.RocketSTEM .org

within 15 minutes while we were all
being entertained by programming
detailing the development of the
Dragon and emanating from the two
large video screens located left and
right of the stage upon which rested
the fully-shrouded vehicle.
All was in readiness with people
in place in a space adjacent to the
company cafeteria and coffee bar.
As we faced the stage and the veiled
vehicle, the entire space was moodlighted to the max with undulating
blue light complemented by subtle
space-age music. To our left was a
deep with employees, fronting the
open cafeteria space. Behind us
more employees and guests and to
the right of us a two-story glass wall
more computers on desks, classroom
style, each sporting the white SpaceX
logo on its monitor.
Behind the stage area, one could
see the soft pearl-gray factory space
left and the right. Photography of
the factory areas was not permitted
but I must say the personnel were
not overly guarding of it; but then
again, there wasn’t much we could
see from our vantage point. Our eyes
V-2 in her sexy blue lighting.
Then, off to the right of the stage,
with little fanfare strides the man

Featuring seating for seven astronauts, the Dragon V2 will be capable of delivering new crews to the International

himself – Elon Musk – to cheers and
enthusiastic applause from everyone
in the room. He takes the microphone,
makes a few words of introduction
and gets right to the unveiling…
light and a puff of mist – the shroud
drops and there she is – the Dragon
V-2. She is a noticeably larger version
of the V-1, a pristine white vehicle
resembling a lunar lander, and sleeker
and simpler in appearance than her
predecessor.
Stairs are rolled up to the vehicle
and Elon steps up to open the
hatchway and climbs in. SpaceX
cameras follow his every move and
word as he describes its features and
capabilities from one of the reclined
seats inside – seating for a crew of
drop-down controls that open to a
multi-screen instrument display.
It was thrilling to watch this oneman show as he described the V-2’s
range of capabilities from crew taxi
to resupply ship with the emphasis
on reuseability. Even the usual
‘disposable’ launch escape system
is reusable and uses the same fuel
as the landing thrusters. Elon clearly
feels that being limited to an ocean
splashdown should be a thing of the
past. He is fully knowledgeable and
conversant with every technical
aspect of the vehicle. He believes
that the vehicle should have the

www.RocketSTEM .org

ability to land with the precision of
a helicopter almost anywhere and
have a very short turnaround time to
the next launch. Other components
should also have similar capabilities,
such as a booster which can, when
spent, land itself wherever it is
directed to.
As Elon exits the vehicle, the groups
begin to line up to climb into the
crew compartment, as promised,
to experience the environment for
ourselves. It was a thrill.
As groups took their turn examining
the Dragon crew quarters, Elon
moved to the edge of the stage and
for 45 minutes it was an “all you can
eat” feast of sound-bytes from Elon
Musk, the pioneering entrepreneur
in the realm of road and space
vehicles, among other related
pursuits.
To be within 15 feet of his energy
is listening to this man who thinks
“outside the box”. The pensive
and elusive Elon Musk became the
effusive Elon Musk that night, right
before our eyes as he shared his
many dreams and forward vision.
He is made of the same energy and
stardust that comprised Steve Jobs
and Bill Gates…another visionary
with a genius for putting people and
technologies together and moving
mankind along to other levels of
accomplishment.
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Boeing unveils CST-100 spacecraft
By Mike Killian
They say there is no
substitute for experience,
and when it comes to
the astronauts in here every
six months to provide that
reach and visibility. Do they

the world that can match
the proven expertise and
decades
of
experience
table.

Three

companies

left by the retirement of
in 2011, and the Crew
Space
Transportation-100
spacecraft (or CST-100 for Boeing brings technology and comfort to its new spacecraft. Credit: Boeing

experience to provide the United
States with affordable, reliable, and

key in the development of their
spacecraft, or “space taxi” as they
refer to it, which makes sense because
that is exactly what it is. However,
low-key is not to be confused with
hope NASA will choose as a transport
“The CST-100 is a cheap, cost
effective vehicle that doesn’t need
to be luxurious because it only needs
simple ride up to and back from
space,” said former astronaut and
commander of the last space shuttle

all, but will be able to take manual
control of the CST-100 at any time,
just in case.

process in that vehicle.”
commercial airliner feel into
the CST-100, and so you see

commercial airlines to commercial

an interior that makes the spacecraft
they need to operate the spaceship,
which is mostly autonomous,” said
the ability to deal with failures and
take manual control if necessary.”
The spacecraft interior is much
more user-friendly than vehicles that
came before. No more hundreds
(if not thousands) of switches on
nearly every wall; the CST-100 has a
control panel that spans not more

with
CST-100
development
in
the second phase of a two-phased
summer, known as Commercial Crew
Transportation Capability (CCtCap),
operations to the Kennedy Space
Center to manufacture, assemble,

the former space shuttle Orbiter

serves as Director of Crew and Mission
the company’s 787 Dreamliner. A
blue hue creates a sky effect and
makes the capsule appear and feel
is not for the claustrophobic). The

and other low-Earth orbit destinations.
The vehicle will launch from Cape
Canaveral Air Force Station, just a
and will cruise autonomously on a six
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satellite, space launch vehicle, and
commercial airplane production

for crew interfaces, which completely
eliminates any need for bulky
manuals.

the ability to rapid prototype the

six CST-100’s at a time.”
www.RocketSTEM

Antares rocket launches cargo to space station
A multitude of NASA research investigations, crew provisions, hardware and science experiments from across the
country is headed to the International Space Station aboard Orbital Sciences Corp.’s Cygnus spacecraft. The cargo
craft launched aboard Orbital’s Antares rocket from NASA’s Wallops Flight Facility in Virginia on July 13, 2014.

The Orbital-2 mission is carrying nearly 3,300 pounds of supplies to the ISS, which will expand the research capability
of nanosatellites designed to take images of Earth; and a satellite-based investigation called TechEdSat-4. Another
experiment features a sensor and multiple cameras to enable 3-D mapping and robotic navigation inside the space
Expedition 40 Commander Steve Swanson of NASA, with help from Alexander Gerst of the European Space Agency,

Credit: NASA/Bill Ingalls

OCO-2 studying
the atmosphere
A United Launch Alliance Delta II rocket
carrying the Orbiting Carbon Observatory-2
(OCO-2) payload for NASA lifts off from
California. This launch marks the 51st Delta II
Orbiting Carbon Observatory-2 (OCO-2) will
satellite to study atmospheric carbon dioxide
from Space. OCO-2 will be collecting spacebased global measurements of atmospheric
CO2 with the precision, resolution, and
coverage needed to characterize
sources and sinks on regional scales.
Credit: ULA

